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In Our 98th Yearl5cPerCopy

Volume 98 No. 129

Investigation Of
Fire Continues
SOUTHGATE,Ky.(AP)-L Oiran and
Harriett Hall watched their son be
married at the Beverly Hills Supper
Club and then left the nightspot shortly
before it burned. The fire killed at least
158.r it'
The Halls held a reception in the
Zebra Room,the area where some feel
the fire started,for 24 guests.
"It got so hot we asked a waitress to
check to see whether there was
something wrong with the air conditioner," Hall of Elyria said on

At Motorcycle Shop

181 seniors from Murray High School graduated in ceremonies last night.

Commencement Exercises Held For 181
Murray High School Seniors Last Night
One hundred eighty-one members of
the graduating class of 1977 at Murray
High School received their diplomas
'last night in ceremonies at Ty Holland
Stadium. Twenty-four students were
.recognized for high distinction, having
averages of 94 and above. Twenty-nine
students, with averages from 90
through 93, graduated with distinction.
A large audience of parents,
relatives, and friends attended the
exercise. The Murray High Band,
under the direction of Joe Sills,played
for the processional and recessional.
Ken Farley,son of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Farley, and third honor student, gave
the invocation.
Salutatorian Steve Hancock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hancock, welcomed
the audience and expressed the
graduates' appreciation for the
assistance and encouragement through
the years.
The Senior Ensemble sang under the
direction of Mrs.Joan BOwker.
Valedictorian Deanna McMillen,
daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McMillen, compared graduation with
the other„"celebratjons" wbich occur in
a person's lifetime.
Dr. Ray Reeves, principal, spoke to
the graduates on the subject "They
Stood Alone." Dr. Reeves gave
examples of people who have stood
alone: Edmund G. Ross, John F.
Kennedy,Ernest Hemingway,the early
Christians and Joan of Ark. These
"kindled a flame that cannot be extinguished — the flame of freedom,
justice, equality, and happiness." He
advised the graduates never to be
afraid to trust in God and stand at the
head of truth. "/ see life as a challenge,
accept it and emerge victorious. Stand
alone before mankind when your
convictions are on trial," he said. The
audience gave Dr. Reeves a standing
ovation.
Assistant Principal John Hina
presented the awards to members of
the class.
Don Henry, chairman of the Board of
Education,awai'led the diplomas.
The outstanding Senior. Award went
to Anne Gregory, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs.John A.Gregory,Jr.
Other awars given were the
following:
Art — Christine Montgomery,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Montgomery.; Anon Award in Music —
Teri McConnell, daughter of Mr: and
Mrs. Jerry McConnell; Business
Education Julie Outland, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Outland; Vocal
Music — Steve Hussung, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Hussung; English —
Elizabeth Whitmer, daughter of Mrs.
Nancy Whitmer;
French — Catina Beasley, daughter
of Mrs. Kay Beasley and Dr. Wayne
Beasley; Home Economics — Theresa
Cunningham,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Cunningham; Mathematics —
Deanna McMillen, daughter of Mt. and
Mrs. Charles McMillen; Science —
Tom Shupe, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Shupe; W. 0. W. American History
Brad Boone, son of 0. B. Boone, Jr.;
Speech — Ann Tutt, daughter of Mr.
Tutt; Industrial Arts —
and Mrs.
Deanna McMillen, daughter of Mr.and
1VM.ChlitreS McMillen
Vocational School Awards include:
Business and Office — Melody Travis,
daughter of Mrs. Betty Travis;
Distributive Education — Janet Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haskel
Smith; and Industrial Education —
Roger Simmons, son of Mrs. Charlotte
Simmons.
Twenty-Jour students graduated with
high distinction with an average of94 or
above. These include: Pat Baggett,
Brad Boone, Melinda 'Cochran, Ken
Farley, Jackie Galloway, Anne
Gregory, Steve Hancock, Mary Ann
Kurz, Mary Ann Littleton, Randy May,
Deanna McMillen, Christine Montgomery,
Melody Travis, Jan Outland, Sherry
Runyon,Tom Shupe, Lisa Smith,Roger
Smith, Sonia Thomason, Greg Vaughn,
Larry Watkins, Elizabeth Whitmer,
Debbie Wilson,and Phillip Zacheretti.
Those graduating with distinction
have an average of 90 to 94. They are
Chuck ,Adams, Catina Beasley, Emily
Byrn, Stuart Cottrell`, Lucretia
.Crawford, Theresa Cunningham, Ali

Odd

The Murray High cafeteria was recently transformed
into a French restaurant when the school's French club
held it's annual year-end get-together. The food and
festivities, as well as a couple of recipes, gre described in
columnist Ann Uddberg's "Cooking Corner" on page 13.

clear and cooler

Local Scene
Dear Abby...
Clear and cooler tonight.
Mostly sunny and cooler on ' Opinion Page
Sports
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
Deaths &Funerals
upper 50s. Highs Thursday in the
Horoscope
upper 70s. Winds northwesterly
Comics
to 10 miles an tjur tonight.
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Davari, Janie Flora, Debbie Gadberry,
Debbie Gann,
Linda Hart, Leslie Homra, Mary Ann
Jones, Pam Lassiter, Lisa McDaniel,
Bill McHugh, Ricky Melton, Jeff
Oakley,Beth Outland,Lisa Outland,
David Roberts,'Susan Rogers, Janice
Rose, Andy Ryan,Theresa Smith,Jane
Suffill, Ricky Taylor, Jo Ann Williams.
and Kelly Willianis.
The following scholarships to Murray
State University have been received by
members of this class:
Board of Regents: Chuck Adams,Pat
Baggett, Ken Farley, Mary Ann Kurz.
Randy May, David Roberts, Lisa
.Smith, Roger Smith, Teresa Smith,
Jane Suffill, Elizabeth Whitmer,Jo Ann
Williams, Kelly Williams, Debbie
Wilson.
French — Catina Beasley; Music Lisa Francis and Teri McConnell:
Honor — Steve Hancock; Special
President's — Melinda Johnson;
Journalism — Beth Outland; Alumni
and National Merit — Lisa (Miami:
The James V. Williams — Sherry
AluMnr
-ToM
National Secretaries' — Melody
Travis; Lions Club — Phillip

Zacheretti; Regents Scholarship to
Western Kentucky University — Greg
Vaughn; Music Scholarship to
University of Kentucky — Anne
Gregory;
Athletic • tcholarships include:
Basketball to David Lipscomb — Brett _
ilarcourt; Football to Murray State —
Lindsey Hudspeth; Football to
University of Kentucky — Andy Ryan;
Basketball to Murray State —
Raymond Sims; Golf to Broward
Junior College in Florida — Gary
Sullivan; Ty Holland Scholarship — Bill
McHugh.
Fifth honor graduate with a 95.76
standing was Sherry Runyon, daughter
of Mrs. Marjorie Myers; fourth honor
graduate was Jan Outland with a 95.92
average. She is the daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Charles L. Outlaw).
Third honor graduate Ken Farley,the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Farley, had an
average of 95.99.
The salutatorian was Steve Hancock,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hancock, had
an average of 96.31,and
• Valedictorian- was-Deanna McMillen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs: _Charles
McMillen, had an average of 97.24.

Calloway County residents as a whole
are in better shape, financially, than
they were 15 years ago, the records
show, despite the ,three major
recessions that occurred during the
period.
As in every other part of the nation,
they have had to cope with steadily
rising prices for goods and services
Their cost of living climbed to nev‘
heights,as a result.
The bright side of the picture. •
however; is that their incomes went up
at a faster rate than their CO3tS, except
during times of depression, leavirv
them with more discretionary cash
Appnitziftpir'_ Inking pare of their normal
needs.
In general, according to Bureau of
Labor Statistics figures, it takes close
to 118 to buy what could have been
bought for ;10 in 1960. The extent V
which earnings exceeded this rate of
inflation is a measure of tie gains that
were made since then.
In Calloway County, personal income
rose to a record level, as indicated by
the market research reports covering
the period. For the average local
household, it ent from $4,106 in 1960 to
$11,938 at e beginning of last year.
The rise
about 191 per cent.
Elsewhere in the United States, it
rose 130 per cent and, in the East South
Central States, 145,tier cent.
In part, the better incomes refleft the
fact that wages and salaries !toyed
upward in tandem, more or less, with
living costs.
Also contributing to the rise was the
massive movement of married women
out of the home and into the job market.
The extra paychecks enabled many
families to upgrade their standard of,
living.

The added purchasing power showed
up in the.amount spent in Calloway
County's retail stores. It rose from a
total of $21,965,000, in 1960, to the
$42,841,000 figure reported last year.
According' to _a study by the Conference Board, the average Anterican
family has more real spendable income
at its disposal today,after providing for
the necessities,than it did in 1960.
As a result, its outlays for TV- sets,
cars, sporting goods, toys and appliances, adjusted for price changes,
are up sharply since then.

For Red Cross
Swim Program
Volunteer Aides are needed for the
Red Cross Learn-To-Swim Summer
program, according to Joyce Betsworth,director.
The aides will be used both in the pool
and poolside in such activities as
demonstrating water safety skills.
checking class rolls, and helping US
maintainstifety.
Mrs. Betsworth said certification in
lifesaving would be helpful, but not
necessary, since classes will be taught
by water safety instructors.
Adults and young adults who desire to
participate in this,Summert volunteer
work are urged to, attend an
organizational meeting at the -CityCounty Pool on Thursday. June 2, at ten
a.m. Those who qualify will earn the
Red Cross Water Safety Aide or
Swimmer Aide emblem, and workers
may. wear swim suits to the meeting,
Mrs. Betsworth said.

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating a breakin
at Town and Country Yamaha, Highway 94 East, which apparently occurred over the holiday weekend.
Taken were five motorcycles, three
of which were recovered by the'
sheriff's de-partment. The two missing
include a 100ee and a igice motorcycle.
The three which were recovered were
found in a roadside ditch near the
motorcycle shop, according to the
sheriff's office.
The intruders gained entry to the
, building by cutting a fence on. the
'.storage area.

Ammons Trial
Continues
In Paducah
Testimony continued today in the
trial of Murray physician Dr. James
Ray Ammons in U. S. District COurt in
Paducah.
Witnesses. were still being called
today for the United States, and officials had no estimate of when the
prosecution would be finished with its
case.
Ammons is charged on several

The Murray High band will leave
Thursday at5 a.m. on their trip to the
National Marching Band Championships to be held at Whitewater, Wis.
The band will spend much of the day
Thursday on-the-road and will rehearse
and possibly -attend a preliminary
contest as spectators later in the
evening. Friday morning the band will again
rehearse in preparation for an appearance in preliminary competition
Friday night. Saturday morning the
band will attend another preliminary
session as spectators.
Around noon, Saturday, twelve bands
farm the 35 competing bands-will be
notified to prepare for final eorretition
to be held Saturday evening.
Each of the finalists will receive an
award with first place in each division

Tuesday after returning from a holiday
weekend camping trip, including the
wedding."But she never came back.
"My wife said she was so hot she was
going to have to leave, so that broke up
The reception at about 8:26 p.m. My son
and his wife decided not to open the
gifts there,so we all started home."
A half hour later the alarm Was called
late Saturday. night to the small
firehouse in this tiny city of 3,200 five
miles south of Cincinnati.
Campbell County Coroner Fred Stine
on Tuesday lowered the number of dead
from the fire to 158, identifying all but
six at the .ingeatift morgue in an armory nearby.
See FIRE,
Page 12, Column Six

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees returned from the state Jaycee
Convention in Louisville with several
club and individualawards.
The following awards were won by
the - local club: first place, public
relations; second place, human improvement; first place, west region
action club; double-up award for
doubling the membership in the past
year; Gold Record-breaker for being an
action club for four quarters; a special
national vice president's citation to
past-president Jerry McCoy; and the
top ten award for local presidents.
The club received two bronze
medallions for membership growth and
the local 4aycees ranked eighth in the
state of all Jaycee clubs.
The nine local Jaycees attending the
convention were - Jerry McCoy,.-Don
Lovett, Tony Wallace, Van Waugh,
David King, Mike Hutchens, Steve
Lowrey, Roger Potts and Billy Potts.

receiving $500 and a first place trophy.
The grand champion overall wal also
be announced Saturday. The grand
champion will receive another $500
award, the grand champion trophy.and
will beproc$medNationalChanpion._
The grand champ will also receive an
invitation to the Orange Bowl in Miami.
Sunday, following the contest, the
MHS band will travel to Milwaukee and
spend part of the day at one of
America's foremost zoological gardens. The band will spend Sunday night
in Chicago and will tour the Museum of
Science and Industry on Monday.
The band will arrive back in Murray
at approximately midnight, Monday.
The trip is being paid for by the
students themselves. from fund raising
projects that they have conducted and
from their own funds, a band
spokesman said.

"I am a Reader" is the theme of the in to the library Sonic of these may be
Calloway County Public Library
published or usedin the local news
Sununer Reading Contest beginning
media.
June ,
Children who have just finished the first until July 30, the T-shirts will be giver,
grade through children who have just as soon as five books are read so that
finished the sixth grade are eligible to the reader can advertize- the fact that
participate.
they are participating in the program
"The summer of • '77 will be a
There will be weekly programs and
challenging and different experience parties planned on all of the twelve
from reading programs held in the past reading categories listed. All children
at. the library," Margaret Trevathan, regardless of the subjects they choose
Librarian, stated. Instead of putting the to read about will be welcome to attend
emphasis on the number of books read, each program.
emphasis will be placed'on the quality
Firstand second grade children may
read books from the easy shelves as •
and personal interest of reading.
usual, and the top three participants
Children jest out of grades three
reading the most books will receive a Tthrough six wil1be given a form to fill
out that states their reading shirt. They will sign up at the library on
preferences, such as: Sports, Music, or before June 6 and begin counting the
books read on Monday. June 6..
Adventure, etc., and the form should be
A large bulletin,/ board will be
retarned To the Public Library by June
6. These forms will be available at decorated with tlyet
. -hadren's names on
"tadpoles" and after 15 books read,
schools and the library.
Those who read five books, on their they will become "frogs ".
''All of the library staff members are
grade level, from the chosen categories
will receive a custom-made T-shirt with
looking forward to working with the
the words "I am a Reader." The reader summer reading. participants," a
will be requested to write a one-page library spokesman said. We look
review'of each book read and turn them forward to signing up hundreds of interested readers," they further athie,i

.40
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trAw. COMMUNITY
•• CALENDAR
Wednesday, June 1
Administrative Board of
First United Methodist
Church will meet in the
Gleaners Class Room of the
church at seven p.m.

Saturday, June 4
Charity Ball for the support
of iphe Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Day
Care Center, will be held at
the Murray Country Club at
eight p. m.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p. ni.

Ante eeitte

Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Mission groups will
meet at 7:30 p. m.
-Thursday, June 2
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. in.

circle

Miss Sarah Ross Honored
At Shower 'At Jones' Home

Sunday, June 5
Miss Sarah Ross, June 5th
Annual homecoming and bride-elect of Jeffrey Lee
memorial day services will be Smith, was honored with a
held at Coles Camp Ground .miscellaneous shower held on
United Methodist Church.
Thursday, May 26, at the,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis
McDaniel Cemetery, Jones.
located 3',2 miles east of Almo,
The gracious hostesses were
will have its"annualbasket Miss Lori Vaughn, Miss Lisa
dinner at noori to take funds Winter, and Miss Lisa Jones.
for the upkeep of the
cemetery.

-- Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p. m.

Memorial Service For Mrs. Elliott
Held By The Faith Doran

To Be Married

The honoree those to` wear
casual green and print dress
for the occasion. .
The refreshments table was
beautifully decorated in re,il
and white with a large bow) of
fruits as the centerpiece.
Eighteen friends of the
bride-elect were present with
others sending Sifts.

Sunday, June 5
Descendants of Bruce- and
Morgan Cunningham and also
Sallie Guier will meet at the
Ellis Community Center at
noon for a potluck_ luncheon.

Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
of
American • Diabetes
Association will meet at the
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.

I,edbetter Baptist- Church
will have its homecoming.

Registration for summer
swim team program for
youths between the ages of 6 to
18 will be at the city-county
pool from ten a. m. to two p.

Shrine Ladies

Mc
:
Hig
Tim

Scene Meet

Miss Joan Edmonson

Send Envelope And
She'll Return Favor

no
Ma

Lovins' Home

Annual bomecoming will be
held at South Pleasant Grove
United 'methodist Church.

Calloway County Library
hoard of Trustees will meet at
seven p. m.

A memorial service for Mrs. discussion. Miss Huie closed
-H. E. Elliott was held by the with prayer.
Harrison,
Carl
Mrs.
members of the Faith Doran
Circle of the First United chairman,opened the meeting
Methodist Church Women with quotations from the
held May tenth at two p.m. in Christian Bible on "Christian
the Senior Youth Room of the Women." A short business
session was conducted with
church.
Mrs. Burnett Warterfield reports from the general
conducted the memorial meeting given bk Mrs.
service and was assisted by Harrison.
Refreshments were served
Mrs. David Henry and Mrs.
• Hattie Parker. Objects on the by the hostesses — Mrs. Cletus
worship table represented Robinson, Mrs. Dewey Jones,
those things Mrs. Elliott lived and Mrs. E. W. Riley.
by during her lifetime.
The scripture and poems
were taken from the book,
"The Greatest of These Ts—
Love" by Hazel Hoffman
quoting "God's Holy Word
The Gladys Williamson
Mingled With Roses." Miss
Audie Green introduced Mrs. Group of the &tilting Spring
Baptist Church held its May
Warterfield.
The program opened with meeting at the home of
Mrs. Vernon Roberts giving Denecia Lovins with six
the devotion on "Love" using members present.
Mrs. Lovins was in charge
scriptures from John 13, I
program
and
Peter, and I Cofilithians---of the
suggestions for new programs
before closing with prayer.
Miss
Meadow
Huie were given.
The scripture reading and
presented an interesting
program on "The 'New Or prayer calendar were read by
Different Life Siyles" using Becky Nance. Plans for the
varitrs fields — economics, senior citizens luncheon were
social, occupational and discussed.
Refreshments were served
spiritual with members
participating
in
the by Mrs. Lovins.

Mr.and Mrs. Herbert Edttionson of Murray Route Eight announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Joan, to Biddy Shelley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dram
Shelley of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County Mei
School and is noiv employed at Houston-McDevitt Clinic,Inc.
Mr. Shelley, a WM graduate of Murray State University, is
now employed at Big Rivers Electric Company,Henderson.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,June 18,at two
p. m. at the First Christian Church. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding.

fn.

Friday, June 3
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck tuna-ea-if afilie S-ociaIhall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.
Saturday, June 4
Coffee Break by Bluegrass
,State C. B. Club will be held at
Beshear Gym, North 16th
Street, from five to eleven p.
m. Public invited.

Golden .4p Club To
Hold Meeting Friday
The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday,June 3, at twelve
noon at the social hall bf the
First United Methodist
Church. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
Plans for the trip to Brandon
Springs and the boat ride will
be discussed.
Hostesses will be Robbie
Harrison, Sadie Harrell, Ovie
Sue Galloway, and Edna
Holland. •

Sewing Group
_
Hold:s'711feet
Mrs. William Arnold,
Westwood Drive, Murray, was
hostess for the Shrine Ladies
Sewing Group on Tuesday,
May 17.
A sack lunch was held at
- noon with Mrs. Arnold serving
strawberry short cake, coffee,
and iced tea.
The afternoon was spent
sewing and several little
garments were finished to
send to the crippled children
in Shriners' Hospital in St.
Louis, Mo.
Ladies attending were Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, Mr& Fred
Westfall, Mrs. Jack Norwine,
Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Mrs.
Philip Crihfield, Mrs. Clark
Joy,Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs._
Norman Klapp, and Mrs.
William E. Moffett.
The group will meet
Tuesday, June .21 with Mrs.
Westfall at her home at
Cambridge Shores.

SALE
vJumpsuits
,
fr Blouses
Dresses

By Abigail Van Buren
197-1 oy the Chicago Trtboh-e-T1Y-NP5s Synd sc

Polaroid
Pronto!

•
DEAR ABBY:I'm half-crazy trying to find the recipe for
your fabulous "can't fail" cheesecake. I cut it out of your
column nine years ago, and whenever I've made it, I got
raves. I never told anyone where it came from and never
gave it out, and aow I've lost it. Maybe God is punishing
me for my selfi§hness...If rxl given it—to just one friend, I
could call her and get it back.
• Will you please send me another one
- "JUST DESSERTS"IN N J
DEAR JUST:Your letter gives me an ideal opportunit)
to say something I've been wanting to say for 20 years.
I can't help you because you failed to include your name
and address. If it appeared on your envelope you are out of
'luck because the envelopes are discarded when my mail is
opened.
Also, when I .request something, I always enclose a
stamped,addressed envelope for a reply. I feel that since I
am asking for a favor, the least I can do is to provide the
postage.
This month I have had approximately 2,000 requests for
information about the "Salvation Army Missing Persons
Bureau," "Fat Fannie Panty Hose," my "Ten Commandments for Husbands and Wives"and the usual letters forn
students asking me to help write their term papers. All
expect me to fulfill their requests and pay the postage as
well!
So, dear readers, if you want a`favor, the least you can
do is include a stamped, addressed envelope.

SAVE 10.00 ON THESE PRONTO CAMERAS NOW!
SIMILAR SAVINGS ON ALL OTHER PRONTOS IN STOCK
,09.!;,Ilimil r. 1111
tell HU lil 'I
, ''H'"" ""' "'"'''',i,ii',IIIIII.1 '11111111111 1111111 11111 ,
111111 ft m 11111i111111a1M1W11/11/.411/ it /A

PRONTO! B

1/3 Off

Pantsuits

Dor-Mae

LAND CAMERA

Pronto'B

i,I88
REG.41.88

DEAR ABBY: I knowingly broke the law by failing to
file or pay my income tex.4Knowing that I could be caught
is driving me crazy. I'm even afraid to call the IRS out of
fear that any questions will give me away.
Please, Abby, if there is any way / cairpay now without
going through a court proceeding and possible sentence.
tell me about it. This is constantly on my mind and is
becoming too much of a mental burden to bear.
ANXIOUSLY AWAITING YOUR REPLY

The least expensive •way to get
beautiful, long-lasting SX-70 pictures. Lightweight, go anywhere
compactness. Fully motorized and
automatic.

DEAR AWAITING: Write to the IRS and "fess up." I
understand that those who voluntarily admit to breaking
the law are dealt with more leniently than those who are
-caught.

• One Rack

POLAROID LAND CAMERA

DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine sent for your booklet on
"What Teenagers Want To Know," and he said it was the
greatest. I want one,too, but it says in the paper to send $1
plus a long, 24 cent stamped envelope. Please tell me how
long a long envelope is.
FRANCIS C.

;
q11 111M

THE PRONTO!

DEAR FRANCIS: Nine inches long

Dixieland Center

EXTRA
LAND CAMERA
88

Everyone has a pØrin. What's yoursefor a personal
reply, write to A
69700.,
., Calif. 9006,9,
Enclose stamped,self-ad reseed envelope

uSP.11R14114 VOU

POLAROID

REG.'59.88

Ends Tonite
"Burnt Offerings"
7:soonly

l

Comes
self-timer
and tripod mount for self
portraits. Lightweight,
compact. Fully motorized - and
automatic.
Viewfinder (you set the
distance). Uses SX-70
film.

POL.MIND ceso CANIENA

imft.

Ciuu
Starts Tomorrow

CLINT EASTWOOD
"THUNDERBOLT
and LIGHTFOOT"

THE PRONTO! RF

LAND CAMERA

0 United Artists

88

itinderried

Ends Tonite!
"Supervan"
820

54

nEG. 64.88

aiika
i wit kg,

-

Starts Tomorrow

AM OAK
COISIIRACY
A NEVI WDRLD PICTURES RELEASE IC

..
1 One More Week!

One More Week!
7-30 Only

7 30 Onl)

C4(4:I

Caiee-

MIE MING

LATCHES

Child Protection Latches for Cabinets ad Drawers
moc keep tot.,,.,
l, 4.1,lit Jr,

7%'
Step
La.eadcfer
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Ft;

V

t

atcaesta:araver.......a,

Open Mon.through Sat. 10-6
%rept Fri, Open 10-8

SAVE ON SX-70 FILM, TOO!
,e

For sharp, clear pictures
that last. •

99
REG. 95.44

SINGLE
PACK

r

,_PoL4l Av.+,
AP-

Comes with self-timer and tripod mount.
Lightweight, compact. Fully motorized
and automatic. Has precise rangefinder
focusing. Uses SX-70 film.

Bel•Ait: Shopping Center9-,7a-ds:
[t
mal Rights Reserved

Acres of Free Parking

753-8777
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Burkeen and Carroll
Wedding Vows Read
:1

Mrs. Carmichael

Mr. and Mrs. James Hugh Burkeen of Dexter Route
One announce the marriage of their youngest daughter, Jennie, to
Mark Carroll,son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carroll of
Alm°.
The wedding vows were solemnized by the Rev.
William
McKinney at his home on Friday, May 27.
Both the bride and groom are graduates of Calloway County
High School. The bride is employed at the Murray Ledger
&
Times,and the groom with Harold Swift, Brick Mason.
They are residing in Murray.

s,

In
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ix
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Hostess For
Church Women
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
met Tuesday, May tenth, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of
Jimmie Lee Carmichael with
l.avine Carter, program
chairman, in charge of the
program. Each - member
present took part in the
program.
June Crider gave the
devotional reading scripture
from Luke 4:16-21. Names of
the missionaries having birthdays were read and each
member joined in silent
prayer with Mrs. Crider
closing the prayer,.
Electa Fulkerson presided
in the absence of the
president, Bobbie Burkeen.
Reports were given by Lavine
Carter and Letha Cossey.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Carmichael. Also
present were Elizabeth
Matthews,
Tennessee
Outland. Floy Caldwell, and
Zella Futrell.
The next meeting will be
held June 14 at the home of
TenneSsee Outland:

ed

Eozat4
Richard Valentine, producer and director of the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre,
talks
with students of the Murray-Calloway County Cornprehensive Day Care Center as he presented a puppet
show at the Calloway County Public library. Both
classes of the Day Care Center visit the library weekly
for a program. Proceeds from the Charity
Ball,
scheduled for June 4, will go toward the support of the
Day Care Center.
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WARREN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Warren of Mayfield Route
Three are the parents of a
baby girl, Angela Michelle.
born May 9 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Warren and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Boston, all of
Mayfield.

BLOODWORTH GIRL
Mr. and Mrs.• Everett Earl
Bloodworth of Murray are the
parents of a baby girl, Laura
Jo, born on May 4 at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Bloodworth of
Mayfield Route Five and Mr.
and Mrs. John Rayburn of
Paducah.
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Prices Good Thru Monday
32-0Z.
BIG CHIEF

PEANUT
BUTTER
MODEL HD-61

MODEL
HD-21

1 27
You'll love the peanutty
taste of Big Chief.

MALLORY
DURACELL
GENERAL 6,ELECTRIC
HARD OR SOFT HAT

4

./dOCIVII Me*1140PF RIP PDX RWR 011:1E211

AA ALKALINE

BATTERIES

9
9
C
97

HAIR DRYER

Model HD-61 featurei-fastei
drying; jumbo Touch 'N Tilt hood,
5 position comfort control with 2
wig settings. Model HD-21 ha fast
drying; 3 heat settings plus -cool"
and Bouffant Bonnet that adjusts to
any head size. Luggage type carrycase.

VALUES
TO
23.97)

4-PACK

World's longest lasting
battery.

GAF
VIE WMASTER

Showcase
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BIG CHIEF
PEANUT
-*; BUTTER

STANDARD
VIEWER

Thomas Jefferson, the U.S.
president, was a redhead.

197

NO BUGS
MY LADY

REG. 2.27

The -windoNbox" to adventure and fantasy.

MONSANTO

SHELF
PAPER

FRISBEE

66c.

SCAMPER

OUTDOOR SWEEPER

77C

The pretty way to eliminate bugs. Sizes
13" x- 25', and 18"
,

NO*

Your Child Can Have A
Fun Summer Too!
at

ASSORTED

LADIES SLING

HANGERS

144

PACK

Do you know how inexpensive
Day Care for your children can be?
From now til August
your child can have
many playmates for
50c an hour or less
(Ages 2-7)
(Hrs. 6:45 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.)
Swimming
Large Outdoor
Play Yard
',Crafts
Learning Experience

The ever-popular disc toy.
Extra fun at picnics and the
beach.

v- Toys
Games
v- Books
Hot Lunches
v- Snacks

Choose the 3-pack trouser
or skirt hangers, or the 6pack of dress hangers.

VALUABLE \

Flower trimmed sling with open toe and elastic slingback. Soft tricot lining and
cushioned. velour innersole
Sizes to 10.

COUPON

VALUABLE t

93/4-0Z. HEINZ

RELISH

1=3 •

•

26-0Z. HEINZ

BARBECUE SAUCE

3 10.0
FOR

G044I thro 6-6-77

57'
Good Hine 6-6-77

4

TIME!:

Tr/lion:
• (III.
Borden Cremora

AL•J

16-0Z. HEINZ

BARBECUE SAUCE

2

Non Dairy Creamer
22 oz. Size

FOR 1 00
'C

Reg. 1.33

***Licensed by the state***
Good Tbro 6-4-77

Call......ABC Play School
753-8807

4

Gam,Time 4-6-77

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat,
1-6 Sun.

Limit Rights Reserved

753-8777

IsaakiINICMO

$117"
NOW
II

•
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SUCCESSFUL BUDGETS BEGIN HEREWITH LOWER FOOD PRICES!Nabisco
Prices Gado Thurs. June 2 thru Wed. Juno 8

Snacks

Laundry Detergent
Save 42'
64 oz.

j
Shedd's Soft

6 Varieties

Margarine

98'

NAPKINS

Napkins

140 Count-Save 18'

Super Value

Hamburger Buns
Sane 53 $ Buns

Home Grown

3 pkg. $1®

Cabbage

,..l1.sWeIchs
Grape
Drink

10'

Yellow Sweet

Corn

5 69'
tors

Washington Fancy Red Delicious

46 oz. • Save 26'

for

PRODUCE

Apples

$1

00
•

lb.

39"

5 113. bog

99"

Texas Red

Grapefruit
Fabric Softener

189

$
Wi oz. Save 70'

Wexford Crystal

With S10.00
Order or more
Limit 1 at
this price

This Weeks
Feature

Frosty Acres Baby

Limas

this price

On-TheRocks

1 Gallon

Frosty Acres

Rhubarb

On-the-Rocks

Breaded Chuckwagon

Steaks
• With $3.00 Purchase

Paramount

Hamburger
Dill
Slices

Check Each Week For The Featured Items

Government Inspected

6 steaks

Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during this special ten week ofteni

32 ot

Savo 20'

Whole Only lb,
Reelfoot

Wieners

Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Young Tender
Sliced

Beef Liver

TROPICANA
]II'/. LIII

This Week's
Winner:

Ryan's

Orange
Juice

Lemonade
Gallon Jug

Ala

•Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Tropicana Pure

./2

7
(

_

If Parkers and

'

their f. arn.lies not eligible to wal .Adults
Ister •`i ou do not h,.-t 5. pre,. nt to wtri

Richtex

Field's Fully Cooked Boneless
Gold Medal

Flour

3 lb. con
Save 26'

Field's Worthmore
Sliced

Bacon

Plain or
Self-Rising
5 In.

Fresh Cut

Johnson

Chicken Parts

Baby
Oil

Breast - 99' lb.
Legs - 89' lb.
Thighs - 89' lb.
Wings 39' lb.
Backs & Necks- 19' lb.

36'

"If You Matc • ur P ua ity... ou an t :eat I ur • rice
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

RKE

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

Murr
e ay Ledger & Times

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

MURRAY NEWSPAill-, Ins

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

a
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EDITORIAL

The Editor's
Notebook

Charity Ball Aids Comprehensive Center
Eight years ago the Day Care Center at the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center was organized to meet the needs of children with developmental disabilities. Since that time
the program has grown to become one of the outstanding Day Care Centersin the state.
In 1975, an Adult Day Care Center for young Calloway County adults with,developmental
disabilities was added to the community service.
The thirteenth annual Charity Ball on June 4, will aid local mental health and mental retardation service programs through the Murray-Calloway Comprehensive Care Center.
Citizens are urged to support this event by purchasing a ticket to the Charity Ball which will be
held on Saturday, June 4, 1977. For tickets contact Mrs. Dwain Taylor, phone 753-8409 or Mrs. Bill
Hopson, phone 753-9250. Cash donations are also accepted and should be directed to Mrs. Howard
Titsworth, Olive Blvd., phone 753-5828. Tickets will be available at the door.
-

Darrel Watkins helps Jean Edwards and her puppet play the tamborine.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

John Phillips enjoys listening to stories at the center.
Photos bs Wilson Kooks

EDITORIAL

Justice Miscarriage
A Federal grand jury in New
York City has returned an indictment charging that a -former Special Agent for the FBI
has been involved in illegal
mail openings, wire taps and
general conspiracy in connection with the terrorist activities of an organization
known as the Weathermen.
Former agent John J. Kearney faces the prospect of up to
25 years in federal prison.
What a sorry commentary on
the relative positions of
criminals and law enforcement
officers in the United States
anymore.
For memory's sake, let us
look at the record. In 1970 the
Weathermen bombed the
Golden Gate Park Police
Station in California, injuring a

10 Years Ago
Marsha Hendon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon of Murray Route
Five, has been selected Dairy Princess
for Calloway County. She is a graduate
of Calloway County High School and a
sophomore at Murray State University.
Forty vehicle accidents were
reported during the month of May in the
city of Murray,according to the reports
filed by the investigating officers. No
fatalities were reported but several
persons were injured.
Margarette K. Winchester,teacher at
Hazel, has been selected as one of
thirty-six teachers to participate in the
NDEA Institute on Reading to be held
at the Lincoln Memorial University,
Harrowgate,Tn.
Helen Hodges reviewed the book.,
"The Thread That Runs So True," at
the Calloway County Public Library on
May 30. The author, Jesse Stuart, was
also present for the review and to meet
the people and autograph his books.

20 Years Ago
Special service awards were
presented by Culls Goodwin, chairman
of the Agricultural Stablization and
Conservation • committee, to local
persons for yehrs of service at the local
office. They are Kathleen Outland for
fifteen years, and Martha Sue Frizzell
and John Harvey Perkins, each for ten
years.
Jean Butterworth, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, received
the Master of Arts degree on May 31 at
the George Peabody College, NashVille,
Tn.
James Garrison, Howard Koenen,
and Ray Kern are new members of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Births reported inclUde" a girl, Patty
Jane, to Mr. and Mrs.Silburn Colson on
May 17.
McClain's Grocery opened today io
the former W. 0. Vaughn building at
Five Points.

111EARTEiN,Eff,
HEARTLINE is a service for senior

connection with

We read the other day of a school
district in Texas that has apparently
made a valiant attempt to comply with
Title IX, the federal ban on sex
discrimination.
The Lubbock independent school
district has issued a new school dress
code that would warm the cockles of a
federal bureaucrat's heart.
Lubbock's girl students are
prohibited from growing beards and
boys may not wear strapless dresses or
see-through blouses.
Commented one schOol official: "We
simply eliminated references that
apply to only one sex. That's the way
Title IX is."
0+0
We have failed to give 20 million
American children under the age of 15
the kind of medical protection they
need to be safe from cripsling disease.
This spring Los Angeles County had
to bar children from school who were
not properly immunized against
measles.
The threat to OUT children spreads
across the nation, involving polio,
German measles, diphtheria, whooping
cough and tetanus as well as measles.
These diseases ,can be killers. They
can leave children paralyzed, blind,
mentally retarded or with weak hearts
or kidneys.
The tragedy when one of them
cripples a '.Child is Made more hear-

trending by the fact that it is entirely
unnecessary. Vaccination can give
complete protection against all of these
diseases.
But parents and providers of health
care have become complacent. Nearly
40 per cent of the children are not fully
Immunized. The rate is especially high
among the children of the poor, who
need protection against health hazards
perhaps more than any other children,
because they are more exposed to infection and to dangerous complications
of disease.
The low rate of child immunization
must be regarded as a national shame.
Society as a whole must become more
aware of it and must rectify it.
0+0
Have you ever been in a factory
where the machines did all the work
and humans were scarce. The sight is
scary, not because the machines seem
to think, but because they seem to think
better than we do.
0+0
"It is an undoubted truth that the less
one has to do the less time one finds to
do it in. One yawns, one procrastinates,
one can do it when one will, and,
therefore, one seldom does it at all;
whereas, those who have a great deal of
business must—buckle to it; and then
they always find time enouglsto do it."
—P.D.S. Chesterfield (1694-17731

Letters To The Editor

We Should Be Prepared
Dear Editor:

I would like to challenge the citizens

the railroad industry
number of police officers and citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
Daring the past few days there are no
of our community to request to the
when your regular annuity begins.
•
7
,
answer qiiestions and solve problems —
doubt thousands of people around the
killing one.
proper authorities that our churches,
Also, your regular annuity must have
Subsequently, the Weather- fast. If you have a question or a been awaEded after June 1966, and you world that were emotionally touched by local, state and federal buildings, local
the tragedy at Southgate, Ky.
problem not answered in these
grade and high schools and university
men claimed credit for bom- columns,
- cannot work for a railroad or railroad
All across this great state many lives
write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
buildings, be checked at once to see- if
union after your.closing date. .
bing the State Department Dayton St.,
were touched, but to -be more specific,
West Alexandria, Ohio
we- at -least meet the minimum
In general terms, an employe has a
headquarters June 9, 1970; the 45381. Senior citizens will receive
many many lives were deeply touched
requirements of the fire code.
current
connectio
n
if
he
has
at least 12
Presidio Army Base and prompt replies, but you must include a
in our local community by the untimely
The first place I would like to see
months of railroad employment during
deaths of two of our fine citizens.
changed is our courthouse. Doors that
Military Police Station in San stamped, self-addressed envelope. The the last 2ks working
years
before
Too often, when we hear of a tragedy,
open in instead of out could be the cause
Francisco on July 26, 1970; the most useful replies will be printed in retirement. If an employe does not
we are prone to say "it can't happen
this column.
someone dying an untimely death.
of
qualify on this basis,an earlier Vsi year
Mann County (Calif.) Courhere." But it did happen and maybe if
HEARTLINE: I have an 83-year-old
Were any of you in the courthouse
period
with
12
months
of
railroad
thouse on October 8. 1970; the aunt whom I have been taking care of
preparations had been made in adwhen we had our earthquake a few
U.S. Capitol- in District of for the last five years. She is getting service may be used, but only if he did vance of the construction of the building years ago?
not have a regular nonrailroad job
to see that there were adequate exits,
Columbia March 1, 1971; the very hard to handle and I feel she would following this period.
It can happen here.
doors opening the correct way, more
Pentagon on May 19. 1972; the be better off staying in a nursing home.
An employe's closing date is the last
Sincerely,
people in a given area than the fire code
HEW Office in San Francisco I do not know too much about picking a day of the month following the month in -allows,
Bob Perry
158 lives might have been
nursing home, though, and I am afraid
which he attains age 65. A special
on March 6, 1974; and some ten to just select one at random.
Murray, Ky.
saved.
I was
other such sites from 1970 to wondering if you have any.information closing date may be used for employes
not entitled to Social Security benefits if
1974 in New York and Califor- that could help me. N.T.
they have at least 270 but less than 294
ANSWER: Heartline has detteioped
nia.
months of service on their regular
Dear Editor:
Other bombings they claimed literature on what a person should look closing date. Such employes Must stop
God stocked the streams with fish for
for
home. To receive a free' railroad work by
The Department of Fish and Wildlife the
the end of the month in
include the Latin American copyin aofnursing
use of man.
this, write to "Heartline —
says
which
discharge of City Of Murray
they complete the minimum
Headquarters of the In- Nursing Home," 114 E. Dayton St..
Attorney Overbey's statement is
sewage into Clarks River caused
necessary to receive supridiculous, in my opinion.
ternational Telephone and West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please service
thousands of fish to die.
plemental annuities.
The Bible states in Luke, chapter 11,
Telegraph Company of New enclose a long, self-addressed,stamped
City Attorney Overbey says the
Employes or retirees who work for a
verse
46 and 52: "Woe unto ye lawyers
envelope.
York on September 27, 1973; the
leakage was caused by malfunctions
railroad or railroad union after their
for you lode, men with burdens to .
HEARTLINE: I am 52 years old and I
and
an
act of God, and the department grevious
closing date permanently forfeit their
headquarters of Gulf Oil Cor- work under Civil
to be borne. Woe unto ye
Service. I have heard
can not sue God.
entitlement to a supplemental annuity.
poration in.Pittsburgh in 1974; about an optional retiremen
lawyers for ye have taken away the key
t for
II
it
were
possible to sue God, some
Supplemental annuities awarded
of knowledge."
the Office of the Anaconda workers like me. Can you tell me hots s
greedy attorney would try.
after 1974 are equal to $2.3 plus It for
T. Smith,
Brass Company of Oakland, person can be eligible for it? J.K. _God did not cause sewage discharge
each year of service over 25. up to a
Rt. 1
ANSWER: An employe is eligible for
Calif.;in 1974; and the national
into
Clarks River. It was an act of man.
maximum total of $43.
IL
Farmington. Ky..
retirement upon meeting one
headquarters df the Kennecott optional
Pre-1975 awards of- supplemental
of the following minimum combinations
annuities ranged from $45 to 870, but
Copper.Company in Salt Lake of age and service.
they were accompanied by a- reduction
City in September,1975.
1. Age 62 With 5 years of service.
in the regular annuity which is not
2. Age 60 with 20 years of service.
For his role in trying to stop
Dear Editor:
carried a letter I wrote to girls both
applied ,to new awards. The total net
3. Age 55 with 30 years of service.
We are writing in regard to the notice living in Tennessee.
these depredations former FBI
amounts payable are, therefore, about
•
Both age and service requirements
you had in your paper about postal
Us older folks can't keep up with the'
agent Kearney no'w faces 25
the same as before. lleweve ,enipluyes
must be met at time of separation. For
service.
time.
-—
lean
do
wtthout my-mail rf it wilt
awarded supplemental annuities after
years imprisonment.
instance, an employe who separates at
Everything isso high we can hatilly
help.
We are not upholding illegal age 53 with 31 years of service will not 1974 have a tax advantage beeause
meet our'bills. I would rather take two
Sincerely yours,
acts by law enforcement of- be eligible for annuity at age 55 but will supplemental annuities are taxable
days off if necessary rather than raise
Noril& Pearl Pendergrass
while regular railroad retirement
ficers, but we are protesting have to wait until 62, when he or she will annuities are not.
Rt. 1
Postage.
I can remember when two cents
Murray,Ky.
dumping of the whole load of be eligible for a deferred annuity.
HEARTLINE: I work in the railroad
retribution on one man, for industry and
am nearing retirement
carrying out orders.
-age. I have heard about a supplementalLet's Stay Well For a quarter of a century,,annuity, but I can't seem to find out if I
the FBI, on orders of J. Edgar have qualified for this. Can you tell me
Hoover, undertook illegal how a person qualifies for one? J.C. •
ANSWERS: An employe with 30
breakings and burglaries years
of service whose
aimed at catching or exposing railroad-retirement annuity regular
begins
enemy agents. In a milieu when after June, 1974 can receive a supBy FJ.L filasuigarne M.D
F J L Blaseigarne. NLD
precious little was being done plemental annuity as early as age 60.
Mrs-..M T. writes that she, had.
pain. such as which happen Tine IS often helpful in deterby any other arm of the govern- Other eligible employes must be at
been
fearful for months that
mining the cause. Rotation of useful because this medication
65 to qualify.
ment to stop terrorist ac- least
her husband Might die from an when the cit-illation to the heart the head fmm one side to di. may benefit the pain whether-ir
You must have a minimum of 25
inadequate
to
,
1
supply
enough
attack of angina pectoris but
tivities, the FBI reacting to years 294 months of creditable
other may cause pain Pres LS from the heart' or born
oxygen
has been reasured by a conpublic pressure, waged all-out railroad service, and have a current
If a person has rheumatism sure with examining finger; arthritis of the spine
sultation 7v,ith another
war on terrorists.
older nil-sons have it may locate tender points as the .Traction on the cervical
c
.
hethaartt.he: husband's trouble in the form
of osteoarthribsi. muscles and joints..are moved spine (usually can be done ar
Now, unless the same voices
is from arthritipa
sin in his
which
produees.
pain in the X-rays, may show charac, home) and rheumati•m
Mu
th
'
rray
Ledger
&
Times
neck,arm and chest -- notfrom
that clamored for an end to
neck
spine),
icervncal
arm and teristlc bony changes,and per- medicines often bring benefits
his
sons who have been having In severe cases.: consultatioris
terrorism speak up for those
The Murray Ledger & fuses is published
She and her husband rejoice upper chest. the pain may pain for months may exhibit a with an orthopedic surgeon it
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Chnst
who thwarted it, we are going
numic
that
%stitch
conies
from
mu Day. New Year's Day andilunksgiving by
at the good news but continue
slightly stooped or hunched a neureriurgeon may be needed
Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 0 4th St. Murray
the heart
to see a sad miscarriage of
to wonder hots rbwirnilt
Ky .42011
position which has been tn see if an operation i• reOf
Second Class Postage 'Paid at Murray, Ky
justice.
casisepwalammiespaillaiihoors course. a person may assumed to k-ssen movement. tgured to retief. the irritation
42071.

An Act Of Man

Could Do Without Mail

Arthritis and Heart Pain

Bible Thought
It is better to dwell in a corner of
the housetop, than with a brawling
woman in a wide house. Proverbs
21:9.
A kind wife makes for happiness
in any house.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, 112.50 per uktith, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky , and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tem.,$1750 per
year. By Mil to other deSbruitions. $3250 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association

pain arising both from
angina.
A. When pain arises from an the heart and I rum a
-rheumatic condition in the
unusual source in the body and
sends impulses to the spinal spine Physicians have to take
cord, the brain `may interpret care to differentiate the source
the pain as coming from usual of the pain because treatment
is different tor heart pain than
sources that cause pain at the
tor arthritis
level of the. spine These.
A caretuf.c',am I nation of the
symptoms are called referred

on the ner%es or ti
and pain Care must tie taken to see
that the heart has an adequate
l'ersion,ss ttfr
blood supply. An electrocarI a careful maluation iii
diogram. exercise Jests, and determine if pain is pert•ibly
even coronary arlery x-rass coming trciin rheurnatesm
may be necmary
Also rheuittiiii person, ma%
Giving a nitroglycerin tablet
angma
to help in a Magmas is not
ilittcri•nt.atereduce

Mi ik MUM (Ii

JI Ilfths

iif11011i1
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Corn And Beans Need
Good Rain Says Harris
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — crop will be short."
Kentuck farmers have had
The tobacco crop is sufenough dry weather for fering least of all so far,
haying and now need "a real Harris said.
root-soaker" to prevent
damage to their corn and "It looks like approximately
soybeans, says Agriculture 52 per cent of the tobacco has
Commissioner Thomas been set statewide, and up to
60- per cenL in ,central Ken'Harris.
While scattered showers tucky— the bluegrass area.
have crossed the state in the We're probably moving along
past few days. Harris said a little faster than usual," he
Tuesday that most farms have said.
. received too little moisture for "And it seems to be doing
..urn and soybeans that have unusually vwell. The growers
are getting plenty of plants,
beet' planted to sprout.
lt rain doesn't come in two particularly those that water
to three weeks, he said, the regularly," he said. "If the
corn and beans may rot in the plants continue to live, we'll
get out one of the earliest
fields without sprouting.
Ninety per cent of the state's crops in a long time."
Actually, the dry weather, if
corn crop has been planted.
Harris said, -and some of it it doesn't continue much
has not had enough rain to longer, can benefit the new
cerminate it. The rain is just tobacco plants, Harris said.
"These new little plants are
ing there in the field."
• Harris said KentuckY putting out good roots looking
farmers have don • about half for water, and that gives them
their soybeaa,seeding, and a good root system to start
that's in the same State as the with."
But in the tobacco patch as
corn. It needs rain to gerwell as the corn and bean
minate."
The commissioner said 85 to fields, he said, "if it continues
90 per cent of the pasture land this way and we don't get rain
iii the state "is starting to then the problems will begin to
pile up."
snow dry weather damage.
Harris said according to
"If we go another two weeks
without rain in some of these what his department haS
places they're going to really learned from farmers across
the state, "about 85 to 90 per
be.
- berrang.7- Harris. said,
-cent
of the state is short on
'This is a critical time."
If the corn and soybean water. The rest of the state
crops go that long without has adequate moisture, and
rain, he said, "they'll be nobody's got a surplus."
-spotty. The -plants will tome- The lack of rain will get
up where there's some harder on the new crOps: he
moisture left in the ground but said,"as the temperatures get
higher and the ground gets
not where it's dry."
A spotty crop means a dryer."
Scattered showers such as
difficult harvest and low
occurred in the last few
have
yields, he said.
The dry weather has been days help a little, but farmers
good for haying, he said, but need more rain than that,
more dry weather will cut hay Harris said:
"If this continues another
production.
two
or three weeks the far-There was a lot of good
quality hay made during the mers will be in bad shape," he
dry spell. When it's dry you said. "What we need is a real
can cut it," he said. "But if we rootsoaker, and that's what
don't get rain now the second we're not getting."

Edon

Tissue
Pringle

Potato Chips

Clarification Sought
On Molluccan Request
For Outside Mediators

ASSEN, The Netherlands They were told the request
1AP.4 The Dutch govern- was being discussed, a
ment sought clarification spokeswoman said.
She refused to say whether
today of a request for outside
mediators by South Moluccan the terrorists had suggested
terrorists holding at least 55 alp,specific mediators.
The
South
Moluccan
hostages on a train in norextremists have been waging
theast Holland for nine days.
The cabinet, after a meeting a sporadic campaign of terror
that lasted past midnight, and sabotage since 1970 to call
asked the terrorists just what attention to their demand for
kind of mediation they wanted independence from Indonesia
and who might be acceptable. for their native islands, which
along with the rest of
Toos Faber, spokeswoman
Indonesia were part of the
for the Justice Ministry, said
prewar Dutch East Indies.
there had been telephone
The Dutch say they have no
conversations with the
influence over their former
terrorists since then about
colony, which got its infood deliveries but no
dependence in 1949.
response by midmorning to
The terrorists who seized
the request for clarification.
the train and the school on
Johan Manusama and other
May 23 demanded the release
moderate leaders of the 40,000
of 21 other South Moluccans
South Moluccans living in The
imprisoned for terrorist acNetherlands
were
intivity or sabotage and a plane
strumental in ending a similar
to fly all of them out of the
• siege in December'1975, when
country,.
South Moluccan extremists
seized a '-:train and the Payment Standards
Indonesian consulate in
Amsterdam.
To Increase
But an open letter Tuesday FRANKFORT, Ky. —
from young supporters of the Payment standards for
. terrorists spoke of a division Kentuckians receiving Supbetween the extremists and plemental Security Income
the moderate leaders. The (SSI) benefits will increase
Amsterdam newspaper De $10 beginning July 1 in corriVolkskrant. said Moluccan pliatice with a directive from
sources reported Manusama the Health, Education and
would be "thrown out" if he Welfare; IHEW ) regional
turned up in Bovensmilde, 10 office in Atlanta.
miles south of Assen, where
are making the
four teachers are captives of a necessary arrangemnts to
second group of extremists raise the state Jevels for
who held 105 schoolchildren personal care, - family care
for three and four days last and caretaker services by $10
week.
so that Kentucky's supThe request for mediators plementation recipients
was made Tuesday by the receive the full benefit of the
seven to 10 South Moluccans SSI cost of living increases,"
on the train outside Assen, said Gail S.. Huecker,
apparently without the con- missioner
of
Human
currence of the four ex- Resources' Bureau for Social
tremists in the Bovensmilde Insurance.
schoolhouse. The direct
The SST full payment scale
telephone line between the. Will increase from $167.80 to
train and the school broke $177.80. Payment standard
down over the weekend, and will rise from $310 to $320 for
technicians refused to run the personal care, from $248 to
. $258 for family care and from
risk of being shot to fix it.
Separate lines to the train 1206 to - $216 .for single. inand the school are still dividuals in a caretaker
operating, and psychiatrist situation. Proportionate inDick Mulder continues to talk creases will be made for
with the terrorists on behalf of caretaker couples.
the government. The Justice
Huecker said the
Ministry said the group on the failure to implement the HEW
train called back twice on dirqtive could result in
Tuesday seeking a reply to withholding of federal Title
their requst for mediators. XIX funding.
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Graves Survives Fire
But Haunted By What
Happened To Man, Girl

SAVE:

o

Every Day Low SheffPrices
fir

Kraft Amer

Singles

Gt Size
49 oz

1 29
Kroft

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

General Mills

Cheerios

I2or $1"
1

18 oz

Velveeta

2 lb.$189

Porkay

Margarine

Pet Ritz Frozen

Pizza Crust

lib

59c

12 oz
Pure Vegetable

Heinz Cider

Crisco

qt 69C

Vinegar

2% oz

65'

, Kraft Italian

Dressing

I 6 oz

95`

I

•.144 18 oz

Peanut Buffer

Salad

Crispins

5159
31b

Limit 2 Per Customer MIMI 730
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Every Day Low SheffPrices

Gold Medal

Flour

5 lb

RchiteI g
Shortenin

31b

88'
87c
$129
I

Kraft

qt 88
'

Miracle Whip
Campbell's Cream of Mushroom

Soup

/0 oz

22`

12 oz

74`

,60z 53C
51b

1 4!
I

Lo-Cal

Milk
Heather Hills
200 ct

44`

gal

41'

Distilled

Water
Scot
ap
'adkins
Liquid

Davidson Cancels

Tissue

4 Roll

Hyde Park Grade A Large

-Wove

Facial Tissue

P 9 11C

Chormin

Log Cabin

Syrup
Sea
kaerel
Purina
b Chow

kisc4wOeriid
n

60 ci

12 oz

2Ivory
49'

Eggs

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — corner from us asked if we
. What haunts Ralph Ed Graves would change seats becape
is what became of a man and he had seven at a smaller
Little girl whose party table and we agreed."
exchanged tables with his In Graves' party were Mary
group in the ill-fated Beverly Ellen Adams of LawrenHills Supper Club.
ceburg, her brother Ralph
Graves, a state official said Perry of Edgewood and
he believes the exchange-was Perry's wife
the reason his group survived
Graves said in an interview
the disastrous fire.
that the revised seating
• .There were seven of the arrangement put the four only _
others, but all I remember is a 50 feet or so from the nearest
man with a littRrgirl maybe 10 exit whereas "I could not even
years old," said Graves, 'have been able to see any exit
commissioner
of
the from the table we left."
Department For Local
His afterthought: "I was
very lucky."
Government.
Graves was back at his post
"I don't suppose I'll ever
receiving
know what happened to Tuesday,
them—we never did find them congratulations from
after the fire—but I don't think colleagues and employes • for
surviving the disaster.
I'll ever forget them."
The Beverey Hills club near
His description of activity
Southgate burned Saturday immediately after the first
night and 158 persons died.
fire warning by a busboy
Graves,a three-time former tallied with that of other
legislator from Bardwell in survivors.
Carlisle County, recalls that
He said there was no panic
when he entered the Beverly at the outset because he
Hills—it was his first time believed
busboy's
the
there—with three others, he statement that there was "a
automatically looked around small fire" in the vast building
"to accuimate myself.. .and 1 and the customers should
located three exit doors."
leave calmly.
Such caution is built into
"I stood up immediately,
Graves from his 'days as a stepped back to let the ladies
fireman from 1950 to 1980 at pass and people began
Lexington. As he described it: walking out calmly," Graves
"When we came into the said.
Cabaret Room, a waitress
"Then our group got
started to seat us in a corner separated. We reached a
booth which ordinarily held hallway, a woman employe
eight people. • • .
_directed .us to the next turn
"Then a fellow in the far and we were ogiSide:' Wall —
took maybe 30 to 40 seconds."
tstioking-beekille-suggested .-to his companions that maybe
he ought try to go back and
help.
Then, he said, .he saw the
exit engulfed in flames and
LOS ANGELES (AP
Singer John Davidson has realized it was hopeless.
"I read in the paper where
canceled his appearance on
The Tonight Show because of the comedians ( who were
the death of his musical finishing their act before
director in the Southgate, Ky. entertainer John Davidson's
nightclub fire, Davidson's scheduled appearance) also
warned customers to leave,"
publicist says.
The singer has canceled all Graves said. "We were
appearances and interviews already out before that."
until after the funeral Wed- From - his firefighting
nesday of Douglas George experience, the former
Herro, according to Monroe legislator said "my obFriedman. Davidson had been .servation is, that the :fire
scheduled to host The Tonight spread so quickly it had to be
shooting through the yen.
Show for Johnny Carson.
Herro, a longtime associate tilation system."
and friend of the singer, died
"PRETTY BABY"
in the fire Saturday at the
NEW YORK AP -• Keith
sprawling Beve-rly Hills Carradine, Susan Sarandon and
Supper Club in Southgate, one Brooke Shields will star In
Paramount Pictures' new film
of 158 victims of the inferno.
Herro's funeral will be about New Orleans' red light
district in the early 20th centutoday at 11 a.m. at the San ry
Fernando Mission,. Friedman
"Pretty Baby" is the true
said. Burial will be private.
story of a child raised in "StoThe 36-year-old entertainer, ryrille" and her association
who was in his dressing room with a wan who photographed
backstage when the fire broke the women'woritinkfin its borout, returned to Los Angeles dellos.
Sunday and has remained -in'--Academy-award-winning eineseclusion at his Hidden Hills matographer.Sven Nykvist has
been signed as director of phoresidence.
tography. The picture. will be
However, Friedman said produced and
directed by Louis
. that Davidson still plans to Malle, who together with Polly
open Thursday at Harrah's Platt wrote the original screenClub in Reimplay.

Doz

7 C
9

59c

Appearance On Tv

Dishwasher

Cascade

35 oz

Sill

Lemon

Behold

7 oz

84'

and
Italian Restaurant

40

Italian Spaghetti
Special Anc

Argo

Corn Starch
Rib Steak

5149
I

lb

USDA Choice Center-Cut

Chuck Roast

89c

lb

USDA Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

1

kooi-Ald'
a' 24P
F‘a,res 6 7 7 1
!.T )øh

with Garlic Bread
and' Price on
Combination Salad
with meal

2

USDA Choice

• COUPON
t‘rna 1 Per Form,ySugar Sweeteutei

16 oz

Pagliai's Pizza

lb

1.1rn,P1

S1I 09

r Pan- •

Seven Seas
1

Dressings
8 oz

e,

Inside
Dining
Only

Super Special For Kids

Spaghetti
and Salad

/2 Price

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p. m.
Includes As Always

FREE REFILLS
You Cant' Eat This Good
at Home for 99'

89
(

Eirpires 5 7 71
•

;au

Luxurious Dining
for 275 People

753-2975
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Trailblazers Mop 76ers
But No Celebrating Yet
By BOB BAUM
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. ( AP) —
Blazermania
may
be
sweeping the city of Portland,
but all is calm with the young
basketball team.
"I'm not impressed," said a
grim-faced Maurice Lucas
after the Trail Blazers routed
the Philadelphia 76ers 130-98
. Tuesday night, tying their
National.
Basketball
Association championship
best-of-Seven series 2-2.

"I won't be impressed until
we win the final game," the 6foot-9 Portland forward said.
"I'm not excited,just ready."
Lucas and his teammates
had everything their way in
Game Four. Guard Lionel
Hollins, who hit just four of 17
shots in the third game of the
series, made nine of 16
Tuesday night and led all
scorers with 25 points. Lucas
had 24 points and 12 rebounds.
And both sat out most of the
final quarter.as Coach Jack

Ramsay
employed
nis game."
It appeared Philadelphia
reserves.
But there were no whoops of would get a chance to make a
joy or wild celebrations in the rurr at the Blazers when
Portland's Bill Walton drew
Portland locker room.
"The margin of tict"Ory is his fifth foul and left the game
not significant," cautioned with 7:02 remaining in the
Ramsay. "It's just a victory. thig14 quarter and the 76ers
We're now in a three-game tra
71-57.
"I 'knew I had to get the
series and two of the games
rebounds and play good
are on Philadelphia's court."
He meant that two straight defense," said Lloyd Neal,
Lime-court triumphs had who had 11 rebounds in 22
gotten the Blazers back where minutes of play.
The game became even
they started when the series
began, needing a victory on more lopsided. Ramsay
the 76ers' couurt. They will get emptied the bench, but it did
their chance Friday night in not matter. The lead widened
to 41 points, 126-85, with 1:51
Game Five.
"We're not a very emotional left in the game.
Walton played slightly more
team," said Blazers guard
Dave Twardzik. •' When than half the game, scored 12
National League
Philadelphia won that first points, grabbed 13 rebounds
East
game, you would have thought and handed out seven assists.
W L Pct. GB it was the
Julius Erving, who left the
seventh game of the
Chicago
28 16 .636
game with four fouls in the
series the way they acted."
,
S Louis
28 18 .609 1
If the Blazers were not third quarter and played only
Pitts
26 17 .605 11,2
sparingly after that, hit seven
impressed
by their own
Phila 25 19 .568 3
awesome show of basketball of 14 from the field and led the
Montreal 18 26 .409 Ict
strength Tuesday night, the 76ers with 24 points. But he
NewYork 16 29 .356
had just two assists, far below
76ers were.
West
his output in the first three
"Every
time
touched
they
Los Ang
33 15 .688 —
playoff games.
Cinci
22 23 .489 9Lz the ball it went in," sighed
Philadelp
hia's
Darryl
BASEBALL
S Diego
24 28 .462 11 .
NEW YORK — Joe Frazier
S Fran
20 27 .426 12,
2 Dawkins."We were blitzed."
The Blazers hit nine of their was fired as manager of the
Houston
20 27 .426 12',2
Atlanta
17 32 .347 16'1 first 10 shots, ripped open a 19- New York Mets and replaced
4 lead five minutes into the by . veteran infielder Joe
Tuesday's Results
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 5 game, and Philadelphia never Torre, who Was given a
got any closer than 11 points contract through the 1979
New York 6, Montreal 2
after that.
season.
-Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 3
---''POTtlarid —Was—super,-ab—--NEW YORK — - George
St. Louis 6, Chicago 0
solutely super," said 76ers Foster of the Cincinnati Reds,
Houston 5, Los Angeles 2
San Diego 4,San Friiicisco 2 Coach Gene Shue. "They took who hit seven home runs and
control early. They threw us droveln nine runs, was named
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Shirley 4-51 at out of whatever we wanted to the National League's Player
do. They were in complete of the Week for the period
San Francisco ( Halicki 3-5)
New -York )Seaver -3) at control. In fact, it was barely a ending May 30.
Montreal ( Brown 1-31, In) •
•
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 6-1)
at Philadelphia (Christenson 44, )111
Atlanta (Easterly 2-1) at Cincinnati (Zachry 2-61,(n)
I would like to express my gratitude to
Chicago ( R.Reuschel 6-21 at
St. Louis(Dierker 1-1), n)
everyone who helped and supported me in
Los Angeles (John 5-2) at
the election.
Houston I McLaughlin 1-11,(n I
Thursday's Games
New York at Montreal, In)
William Furches
Houston at Cincinnati, in)
Only games scheduled

•

Major League Baseball Standings

'

#4:10

•

THE HOT CORNER—Because of all the hot action around third base, its nicknamed the hot corner. On the left, third baseman
Todd Harrison of the Reds puts the tag on Ronnie Bryan of the Twins for on out. On the right, Harrison fields a grounder and
makes the peg to first base for an out.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brealor)
•

sports

Cubs And Reds
Take Wins In
T-Ball Action

R. The Associated Press
; American League
East
W L Pct. GB
26 18 .591 —
halt
26 21 .553 1'2
N York
Boston
24 21 .533 212
Milwkee
25 25 .500 4
Cleve
19 23 .452 6
Detroit
18 26 .409 8
Toronto
18 28 .391 9
West
Minn
29 17 .630 —
Chicago
25 19 .568 3
Calif
24 23 .511 5'2
Texas
21 21 .500 6
Oakland
22 24 .478 7
21 23 '.477 7
Seattle
21 30
41/- 10"s2
Tuesday's- Results- California 7, Cleveland 6, 10
innings
Boston 5, New York 1
Detroit 5, Oakland 2
Minnesota 8, Baltimore 3
inly onmes scheduled

nil

The Cubs took over the
- --leagoe ieiht4-441-T-Ball..wittia 3025 win Tuesday night in the
first of two Contests held in
that league.
In the other game, the Reds
w on 29-25 over the Yanks.
For the Cubs. who won their
third game ill as many
outings, Chad Woods, Jason
Wednesday's Games
Sammons, Tripp Nix, Jenny
Kansas City ( Leonard 2-5) at
Darling, Moifty McCuiston Toronto i Singer 2-6),(n)
and
Jimmy Hill all had four
Cleveland I Bibby 3-2) at DeBy BOB GREENE
Minnesota hitters who gave Rookie Willie Aikens led off
hits apiece. Stephanie Sam- troit (Fidrych 0-1), In)
AP Sports Writer
him the siipport
the inning with a double and
-Boston Tiant 2-4) at Texas
It just took a little time — • - Six Minnesota players drove Flores went in to run for him, mons, Bruce Thurmond, Cary
and 12 Minnesota hits — for - in runs. The other two runs Two outs later, Remy singled Story and. Mark Watkins had Alexander 6-1),( n)
three hits apiece while Andy
New York I Zahn 6-3) at MinPete Redfern to gain his scored on an error.
to left.
Rickman and Shane Nance nesota Guidry 3-1 I,In)
second victory of the season.
In other AL games, Detroit
Reliever Dave LaRoche,3-2, had two
hits apiece.
Baltimore (Palmer 7-31 at
-Redfern has worked very defeated
Oakland
5-2, went 3 2-3 innings for the
Woods had two homers Chicago ( Brett 5-3 In)
hard trying to get his normal California nipped Cleveland 7- victory. Jim Kern, 1-3, took
Medich 4-2) at
delivery," said Minnesota 6 in 10 innings and Boston the loss in a game which was while Nix and Story each hit' Oakland
Seattle Abbott 2-4),In)
Manager Gene Mauch after downed the New York delayed 1 hour, 21 minutes by one for the Cubs.
For the Cards, Michael
Only games scheduled
his American League West Yankees 5-1.
rain.
Hopkins, Chip Adams, Matt
Division-leading
Twins The Twins defeated their
Red Sox 5, Yankees 1
defeated the Baltimore long-time nemesis Rudy May, Jim Rice and Butch Hobson Shipwash, David Potts, Kevin
Orioles, leaders in the East,8- 6-5, chasing the left-hander belted home runs as Boston Tucker, Tommy Adkins and
3 Tuesday night.
with a four-run sixth inning downed New York behind Greg Moffitt all had three hits
"I just wanted to throw that gave Redfern a 7-1 Reggie Cleveland, 3-3. Rick while Kyle Farrell, Clint
strikes," Redfern said. "It's cushion. May entered the Miller singled home two runs Hutson and Trey Fitch had
been hard getting my rhythm game with a 13-7 lifetime for the Red Sox as Cleveland one hit apiece.
Potts had two homers for
back, but I had it against record against the Twins, scattered eight hits. New York
Baltimore and I just hope I'll including a shutout over them rookie Gil Patterson, 1-2, the Cards while Shipwash and
Morton had one
be able to pitch like that every last Friday.
struck out eight, but was hurt
In the second Caine. Stephen
time out."
by wildness and took the loss.
Tigers 5, A's 2
I.ovett Justin Crouse Chris
Redfern, who won his first
Eighth-inning home runs by
Hays, Eric Hogancamp.
game in more than seven Mickey Stanley and Milt
May
Frank Blaustein, Angela
weeks, needed relief help in powered Detroit over Oakland
Woods and Stacey Walker all
the ninth inning. But it was the and snapped the Tigers'
sixhad three hits for the winning
game losing streak. •
TENNIS
Reds while John Kind, Mike
A two-run seventh-inning
PARIS — Guillermo Vitas of
Fulton, Jim Stahler. Charlie
A.J. FOYT
Argentina ousted .Stan Smith rally against loser Vida Blue,
Marello and Stephen Downy
WINNER OF THE 1977
of Sea Pines,S.C. 6-1,6-2, 6-1 in 3-6, put Detroit ahead 3-1.
had two hits. Andy Marello
INDIANAPOLIS SOO
advancing to the quarter- Stanley and May homered off
and Mickey Carson each had
The Pony League season got one hit.
finals of the French Open reliever Bob Lacey.
Marty Perez homered for started Tuesday night with a
Tennis Championships.
Lovett had two homeruns
TEMPE, Ariz. — Unseeded Oakland, as John Hiller, 2-5, pair of extra- inning contests for the Reds
while Crouse,
got
victory,
the
although
being
Gretchen Galt of Southern
played.
Hays, Hogancamp and Fulton
In the first game, the In- each hit
California upset third-seeded needing help in the ninth.
one homer.
dians had to go eight innings
Sandy Strap of Trinity. Tex., Angels 7, Indians 6,10 innings
For the Yanks, Brian
Jerry Remy's fifth hit of the before taking a 10-7 win over
7-5. 7-5 in the second round of
Carroll. Mark Miller and Dean
the U.S. Tennis Association's game scored pinch runner Gil the Dodgers.
Shumaker had three hits. Bill
Flores
as California edged
Robert Santagado came in Fandrich,
collegiate women's chamJonathan Burkeen,
Cleveland in the 10th inning. to hurl the final two innings on
pionship.
Kevin Barrow,. Michael
Pius
the mound for the Indians and Brock, Jay
SALE
Regular
YOU
F.E.T.
Hammock, Dustin
Size
Price
PRICE SAVE No trade
picked up the win. Santagado Harrell, Mickey
Hill and Amy
needed.
fanned five men and walked Wallace all
had two hits
AR78-13 $5285
$35
117.115
$1.84
two during his two frames on
Jamie Futrell, Russ Me0R78-14 558.90
$44
144.90
$227
the hill.
Cutcheon and Aaron Brun
FR78-14 '$64.75
$44
$20.rs
$254
Lynn Lee led the 10-hit added
one hit apiece foi. the
0R78-14 $6750
$49
S11.50
$269
Indian attack with a pair of Yanks.
OF
GR78-15 $6930
$49
$20.30 $- 2_79
base raps while Todd
Carroll had two homers
^
HR78-15 $7770
$55
Rutherford, Charlie • San- while Barrow had
$22.70
$296
one for the
tagado, Robert Santagado, Yanks.
JR78-15 $80.55
$55
$25.55
S3.13
RAIN CHECK - It we sell Out of your sae we Cl
issue you a ran check. assuring future deloiery at
Stacey Smith, Ronnie Pace,
4_878-15 $84.20 _ $55
$29.20
$328
the advertised once.
Bill Berberich, Jeff, Graves
,qt • CL, Or, Cusic,m, Cred,i
C,
• Mas,e,
and Mark Smith all added one
Just Say'Charge It:•
• • Bar..", • arne''
•••01,1, C11,d • CA,
,A,
.
* oche • Dine,
Friday, June 3rd and
hit apiece.
Saturday, June 4th
For the. Dodgers. Tony
Herndon had a pair of hits to
account for half his team's hit
HOURS:
total. One of Herndon's hits
was a solo homerun.
9:00 AM-4:00 PM
Also hitting safely for the
Junior golf at the ",iks
Dodgers were James Bynum
Country Club will ()per .:t 4
This is a Distress Sale-Every item marked
and Eric Lovins.
p.m. next Monday. Jun:,
In the second Pony League
down to cost or below, your chance to buy
Any boy or girl 16 y ear- •if
contest Tuesday, the Phillies
age or under is eligibl: to
edged the Orioles 9-8 in eight
participate in junior oqf
innings.
Prospective players sh,!:1
Lube & Oil Change
Front-End AlignMent
Engine Tune-Up
Eddie Rhodes came on to
sign up in the pro shop 1,1; or
•Complete chassis lubr•a$3688• Our mechanics electroni• Complete analysts and
hurl the final two frames for
ten and od change• Helps
alignment
COI
f
leaf'
— to
cally terle-1•1* MO engine•
before Saturday. June 4
ensure long wearing pails
increase lire *Waage and
New points, plugs and con$1388 Improve
the Phils and got the win.
Accessories, Lamps, Oil Paintings and Furniture
and smooth, quiel perforsteering • Priv.
Junior golf will be held
denser • Test charging girt.
h
o,ance
•
phone
Neese
$30
for
8a
S made cars—
a c0
son equipment used by
Up to 5 qts
Marty McCuiston had three
,ng systems, aolustmbutetor
appentment • Includes
$44 66 8 cal
parts extra rf needed eaperiented mechanics.
Modday at 4 p in. and later in
it.. ALL SALES CASH
of major bland
• Helps matntam a smooth
hits to pace the 10-hit offensive
ttght trucks
Add $200 101
helps snout* a pleciston
10 30 glade oil
I achadies frontn4,111011. enaine•Includes
the summer, there' will be a
,
a COM./rowing
wheel Pure cars
stignoneat
Ash
Dotson. Toyed', VW and lught
for
our
Free
putout by the Phils while Kim
AND CARRY
Prtce includes
Battery Power Check
trucks
junior golf club tourney for the
parts
and
labor
Kendall and Tim Foster each
No Errchanges, Returns or Deliver
Oaks youngsters.
had two hits.
Sale Will Be At
Also being planned is the
Also hitting safely for the
first annual Oaks Junior InPhils were John Fry, Bruce
vitational Golf Tournament.
Taylor and Robin Roberts.
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until II:00 p.m.
• David Story had two of the
Mgr. R.. Cartwright
Mgr. I. Doris
Mgr. T. Younkin
Mgr. E. Write
BASEBALL
six hits for the Orioles while
721 S. 12th St.
100 S. Stateline
Jefferson
Broadway
315W.
600
PHILADELPHIA P1111,Todd
Bradshaw,
Don
Murray,Ky.
Fulton, Ky.
Paducah,Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
4th .Sr:Morray Ky
nrriP
.ffargrove, -George Kell- and _LIES Signed Dave Johncon,
753-0595
472-1000
442-5464
247-3711
Gary Sims had a hit apiece. second baseman.
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Twins Whip Orioles Again As
Redfern Ends Long, Dry Spell
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Five Local Girls Named
To All-America Honors

ALL-AMERICANS -Four members of the Murray Nigh girls tennis teem were recognized
by the Nigh School All-American
Publication for their accomplishments. Left to right ore Coral Dick, Robyn Burke,
Coach Lonette Hunt (with the letter of
re :ognition), Jill Austin and Kathy Outland.

Five local high school
athletes have been selected to
r All-American honors.
Four are members of the
girls* tennis team at Murray
High and the other is Calloway
County High School track star
Felicia Pinner.
The announcement was
made by High School AllAmerican Publications of
Manchester, New Hampshire.
The local 'athletes will
I eeetre a o'cupy
• of - the
publication and in addition, a
copy of the book will be sent to
colleges throughout the
nation.
•
The four tennis players,from
__Murray High are Kathy
Outland, Jill Austin, Robyn
Burke and Carol Dick.
outland, who plays the
number one singles for the
Tiger girls, is 25-3 over the
past three years in the singles.
In addition, last week she
won the Regional Tournament
doubles title along with eighth

(Stiff Pbotes by Mike Iresisa)

Bristol Says Reds Don't
Need Help From Umpires
By KEN RAPPOPORT
charging out of the dugout.
Phillies 6. Pirates 5
Garry Maddox slugged a
Bristol expressed fears that
AP Sports Writer
Dave Bristol says he has
Weyer, has a "vendetta" homer and a seventh-inning
right tr, kick. Lee Weyer says against him. It was Weyer two-run
triple, leading
he has the right to kick, too.
who threw Bristol out of a Philadelphia over Pittsburgh.
The Phils trailed 5-4 in the
Kickltavettristol,-thatis. ---game-last.year in One of the
-Bristol bumped me,: said more boistrous incidents of sevgiith when Larr,y Bo,
.valed
off with a walk off reliever
the National League umpire. the 1976 season.
"Bumping an umpire usually ..-After Griffey stole second, Kent Tekulve and Dave
carries a suspension. You he moved to third' on a wild Johnson singled. Maddox, who
can't take that. Bristol said to pitch and scored when Cesar led off the Phils' first wth his
me, You haven't given us Geronimo hit a two-run single fourth homer, then ripped a
anything in eight years.' I told for the Reds' ultimate winning shot to the right field corner
that scored both runners for a
him I'm just out there to call runs.
"Well," sighed Bristol, "the 6-5 lead.
them right."
Cardinals 6, CubstkThis electric exchange and Reds are back in the pennant
Bake McBride scored on a
subsequent banishment' of the race - and they certainly
_Atlanta manager took place don't need any help from the wild pitch and Ken Reitz
'followed with a two-run single,
Tuesday night after a umpires."
keying a three-tun rally in the
controversial call-in the eighth -Astros 5,Dodgers 2 .
inning kept a Cincinnati rally Julio Gonzalez' seventh- first inning that led St." Louis
alive and helped the Reds beat inning single snapped a 2-2 tie over Chicago. St. Louis' John
the Braves 5-3.
and ignited a three-run rally Denny, backed by the opening
Bristol insisted that Cin- as Houston defeated slumping burst, pitched a five-hitter for
his seventh victory without a
cinnati's Ken Griffey was out Los Angeles.
trying to steal second. But J.R. Richard fired a seven- loss this season.
Weym called him safe, in- hitter as the Dodgers dropped
Mets 6, Expos 2
duc'Ng Bristol to come their fourth staight game.
John Milner drove in three
runs with a pair of singles as
New York ended a six-game
losing streak by -defeating
Montreal in Joe Torre's debut
as manager. Torre, replacing
Joe Frazier, was named the
Mets' new pilot at a news
Gary Galloway and Craig Darnell threw pitcher's gems conference 90 minutes before
Tuesday night in Little League play to throw the league stan- the game.
dings into a five-way tie. .
Padres 4,Giants 2
In the opening contest, the Twins took a 7-3 win over the
Third
baseman
Bill
Reds behind the three-hit pitching of Galloway. In the night- Madlock's eighth-inning
cap, Darnell flipped a two-hitter as the Pirates smashed the throwing error 'gave San
Cards 8-2.
That left all four teams which played Tuesday night with a
2-1 record and those four, along with the Cubs who are 2-1, are
all tied for first place.
Galloway got his second win of the season and chalked up
seven strikeouts while walking four.
The Twins led 2-ir after four but in the top of the fifth, Tim
Brown singled in Ray Fergerson who had doubled and
later scored on a single by Jimmy West and theVwins moved
ahead 4-1.
Play in the Kentucky
The Reds scored in their half of the fifth to make it 4-2
League opened with a pair of
before the Twins put the game away with three in the top of
games being held Tuesday
the sixth with Fergerson doubling in a run and Galloway
night.
aiding his own cause with an RBI single.
In the opening contest, the
David McMillen, Steve Vincent and Cary Miller had a hit
Reds needed only three and
apiece for the Reds. Miller drove in two runs.
one-half innings to win 27-8
For the Twins, Fergerson and Brown each had two hits
over the Twins.
while Roger Dunn, Galloway, Ronnie Bryan, Jimmy West,
The Reds belted 12 hits
David Snow, Stewart Alexander and Timmy Wright all had
while the Twins scored eight,
one hit for the winners.
runs, all without the aid of a
In the nightcap, Darnell fanned 10 men and walked five and
hit.
gave up lone hits to Brian Doyle and David York of the Cards.
David West and Shane
Darnell got all the help he needed in the first when the
Guthrie pitched for the Reds,
Pirates scored three times. The big hit was a run-scoring
who scored 13 runs in the first
triple by Darnell.
In the third, the Pirates added four more to go ahead 7-1
Guthrie had three hits for
with the only hit in the frame being an RBI double by Eddie
the Reds while Rusty Wright,
Burgess.
Shawn McClure and Alan
For the Pirates, Burgess had two hits while David Whitten, Hargis each added two hits. Rodney Key, Darnell and Steve McDougal all added one bit
Jeff Clendennon, West and
apiece. Darnell drove in three runs.
Jeff Dowdy all added one hit
There are no games on schedule for tonight but two games
apiece for the Reds.
will be played Thursday in the Little League,
The second game was a
complete opposite as John
McFerfon hurled the Astros
past the Cards, 4-3.
The Cards held a 3-0 lead but
the Astros came up with four
in the last of the fifth as John
Mark Potts tripled for three
runs and Todd Ross singled to
drive in Potts with the tiebreaking run.
Sunday Night Mixed couples will be June Sat 7:30 p.m.
McFerron struck out 17 of
the 18 outs in the game. He
Monday Night Mens and Monday Night Lathes will
gave up just three walks.
meet June 6 at 7:00 p.m. •
For the Astros, Kelly
_
Starks, Potts and Ross all had
Junior Bowling League will meet June 7 at 7 p.m.
one hit.
For the Cards, who..outhit
the Astros 6-3, Chris Starks
had two hits while Steve
Malone, Rick Grogan, Monty
753-2202
1415 Main
Morton and Mitch Grogan all
had one hit apiece.

Twins, Pirates Pick Up
Wins In Little League

s

Illitentry Ledger & Times s

Mets Give New Skipper
Joe Torre Win In Debut

By HL BOCK
Manager Joe Frazier when
AP Sports Writer
time ran out on him. Worse
NEW YORK (AP) Forty- than the losing streak, the
Jill Austin, a junior for the
games into the 1977 team seemed to lack inTigers, is undefeated over the four
baseball
season.lhe New York centive.
past three years in the singles
"It makes an awfully long
with a 27-0 record. She plays Mets have decided to start all
again.
over
year
if you quit in May," said
the number three singles for
So, forget if you can that 15- Torre.
the Tigers.
29 record that was the worst in
The club seemed to retract
• She won the Regional
the
major leagues. Remember its collective resignation after
championship last weekend in
the singles and of course, will instead that under new the change in pilots. A 12-hit
be participating in the state Manager Joe Torre, the Mets attack that Included three
are undefeated.
doubles and a triple made it
tourne this weekend.
The new start, after all, had almost easy, even though
Robyn Burke is a freshman. to begin somewhere. The Mets Torre didn't think so.
She has a 31-3 career record decided the best place would
"It's easier playing, I
including a 12-1 mall this be in the manager's office.
think," he said.
season. Her only loss came
So Torre was named pilot of
last week in the finals of the the club Tuesday night and
Regional Tournament singles broke in with that rarest of Sign Free Agent
where she lost to Austin.
Shea Stadium commodities, a
ST. LOUIS ( AP ) - The St.
Carol Dick is also a fresh- 6-2 victory over the Montreal Louis Cardinals have
signed
man. In her last three seasons Expos. It was a game in which shortstop Tommy
Sandy,26.
playing with the Tigers, she the Mets hustled from start to
Sandy became a free agent
has amassed a.260 regord in -finish, another conimpclity
May 9 and has been playing
the singles.
that had not always been in with the Cardinals' New
Dick played at number five evidence this season.
Orleans farm club. In 13
"They played like heck," games at New Oileans, he hit
this season for the Murray
said Torre. "They seemed to .323 with three home runs.
High girls.
Pinner is a junior who ex- be trying for me. After they do
He was declared a free
celled not only in track but it for me, I hope they do it for agent as a result of a
also in basketball for themselves."
grievance filed against the
The Mets had lost six Oakland A's in a dispute over
Calloway County.
In basketball, she has been a straight and nine of 10 under renewal of his 1976 contract.
starter for most of her three
seasons and is an outstanding
MURRAY-CALLOWAY SWIM TEAM
jumper and rebounder
SUMMER SWIM TEAM REGISTERATION
Team Fee: $9.00
But her best sport is track.
First Team Meeting June 6 at City Pool
Last year, she won the state
Hours 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
championship in the 440=yard'
8 Weeks - June-fl=ltrty-90--- -dash and finished second in
Deadline for application June 6
the 220-ard dash.
NAM,E
Just this past season. Pinner
AGE 'mot June I
took second in both the 440-and
ADDRESS •
TELEPHONE
220-yard dashes at the State 2- PARENTS NAME
MALE _ FEMALE _
A Track Meet.
r

Diego its two winning runs
over San Francisco. Three of
the San Diego runs off Jim
Barr were unearned as the
Padres posted their fifth
straight victory, including
three under- new- Manager
Alvin Dark.
. Dave Tomlin was the winner
with last-inning relief help
from Rollie Fingers, who
recorded his fifth straight
save and 13th of the season.

grade
standout
Candy
Jackson and the pair will be in
the state tourney which will be
held Friday and Saturday in
Lexington.
Outland' is a freshman.
Jackson no doubt, would have
been selected as All-American
too but in order to be considered for the honor, an
athlete must be in high school.

sport

.

Felicia Pinner
All-America

f

VIAMITE
$100
Reward

Used
Mowers

For Any Used Mower To Go Toward The
Purchase Of A New Snapper Riding Mower
I Check for high vacuum design
that forces grass into the catcher
without the use of an auxiliary
fan or an additional engine
And can pick up leaves, twigs
and other light litter in the fall
4 See if it has an optional
Bag N-Wagon that holds
30 bushels and can be
converted into a dump
wagon for hauling

Reds, Astros
Win Kentucky
League Games

2 Make sure it has a
patented cutter suspension that automatically raises Itself
to clear uneven lawn
surfaces
3. Check to see if it has an ingtant
height adjustment that operates
at a touch, even while mdwing
5 Now, if it has everything we've
mentioned so far, buy it Its
the new Snapper "High
Vacuum"' Riding Mower

*Notice*

Change Of
Meeting Dates!

Corvette Lanes

mowers meet A.N.S.I. safety specifications.
All Snapper
A

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
BANN OAF IC.ARD
..4.

AIR/ague
STOSItS
• MAA0*.14.

Phone 753-257;
master charge

S.
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ciEr MORE
forYour Food Stamps Here

\SUPER MARKET
orcft

Store Hours:

Prices Good
Thru
June 8

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

7-9 Mon.-Sat.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

12-6:30 Sun.

}1

Frosty Acres

Bryans Smoked

PICNIC

lb.

690 ORANGE

12 oz.

49

Kleenex

Center Cut

PORK CHOPS

• $149
lb
N

TISSUE

200 ct.53

PIMENTOS

Country Style

PORK RIBS

lb.

PORK CHOPS
Loin
6
n dRK ROAST

OIL

lb'

$185

PEACHES
PORK

29 oz.57

BEANS

&

4 ro1159

27
23°

16 oz.

Showboat Rings
14 oz.

°Lao

Planters

BALLS

5

Godchaux

Hunts

49
1 lb.s9

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

Slices 8 Halves

$709

SUGAR

Edon

*FROZEN FOODS*

Del Monte

SPAGHETTI
lb99

PEANUT BUTTER

2 oz. glass29

lb $7
" Van Camp

Fields

BRAUNSCHNEIGER

9Smoked
no

no

Jiff 18 oz

Osage Sliced

'I ltISCO

JUICE

5 lb

POTATOES

1 2 lb. bag
1/

Frosty Seas

FISH STICKS
*PRODUCE*

LEMONS
CORN

Doz,in ba959

5 ears69

Red

37 GRAPEFRUIT

15 ox

TOMATO SAUCE

51b Bog9r

Sellars Home Grown

Teenie Weenie

PEAS

TOMATOES

17oz.2/45

II=CAVA F.

Irll

Ir

lb.

(c,

Johnson's Coupon

Save

Folgers

COFFEE 30'

Off the Regular
Price

1 lb. can

Limit 1 Per Customer
Expires 6-15-77
1.

-;-;)

I r

,
-
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Fire Marshall Says Club In Substantial Compliance With Rules
1.0U1Stritl.F., Ky. 1AP) —
The Beverly Hills Supper Club
at Southgate, Ky., where 158
people lost their lives in a fire
Saturday, was in "substantial
compliance with the minimum
fire safety regulations," State
Warren
Marshal
Fire
Setithworth said Tuesday
night.
owner
Hills
Beverly
Richard Schilling was notified
—

—

-I—

Li.s letter March 3, 1976 that
Deputy' Fire Marshal John
Bramlage had discovered four
deficiences at the nightclub
during an inspection Feb. 5,
1976,Southworth said.
Schilling was ordered in the
letter to install an approvedtype emergency lighting unit
at certain locations in the
nightclub or repair an
emergency standby generator
sue

me

to insure lighting facilities in
case of a power failure. The
Beverly Hills owner was also
told to install an additional,
approved type exit sign over
the bar exit door, install a 334inch, solidcore door and
closures to storage areas at
the north end of building, and
have boilers inspected by the
Boiler.Bureau of the State
Fire Marshal's office.

•. ..•.mg
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Klumb's

Canadian

Sphagnum

Pine
Bark

Peat
Moss

Peat
Moss

Al
,10

$277
DecoStone

.is ill
1 ••• O
•• MI •
1 • in • O
•••• 1....
.
a IN so 1-1
.
1 • M •••• Wm - so us ••• ... ..---.1 •
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

24-LB. THRUST/24-VOLTS
MINN KOTA 37i1

Cow
Manure
Picnic Table

unassembled
Not exactly
$3895 as shown $339.,
5

4 qt. Insulin ed Jule
cooler onl

$1 995

Special

-AO

Lots of

$2495

Popping Bugs
Flourscent Green
Model No. 3A33
Reg. 29'

Reg. 189.95

4't

$

Special

Special U5

Ar

Push-Up
Mast
$1
-w37

Hardware includes 40 ft.
guy wire, 40 ft. lead in, clips
& mounting brackets

Sevin *5*
Dust

A.095Limit 1

Galvanized

UHF-VHF-FM

Creeping Fescue
v• Tall Fescue
....Blue Grass v- Rye Grass

12 Volt Motor
With 18 Lbs. Thrust

9 Ft. - lx11
/
4

Antenna
$2997 $2697 $1697

at Uncle Jeff's

Model 375

Color
Tone

41Per

Grass
Seed

Minn
Kota

Fly
Rod

$2
97,
50 lb.
_a

4I qt. Cooler 0. •

each

Forgemaster
3/8" American
Made

Adjustable Metal

"Kills Insects"

Coleman
Lantern

Shelves

Breaker
Bar

3 shelf - 12Dx36Wx37H

Reg. 2.47
This Week
Close Out

4 shelf • 12Dx36Wx6OH
5 shelf • 12111136Wx72H

Mantles
Package of 2

One Man Boat

39

$795
Reg. 9.95 jr

Ayds
Reducing Plan
Candy

New Norelco

Gotcha Gun 1000
Compact Pistol Grip Dryer
its the kind professional stylists use, fel 1000 watts! Spot it.
testament included. Aledei No. 011-1707

..$1388
Williams
Lectric
Shave
Choice of Regular or Menthol. 7 oz.

^,wa...01011

Bic
Disposable
Butane
Lighter

--Metamucil
C=1
-

A natural vegetable powder
for treatment of constipation

r!!..
For Comfortable Contact Lens
2 oz.

Sale$1 49
7 oz.

49
Sale$1

32 oz.

..69"
_NENWZO

Girls

Gauchos

Swim
Suits

Ii

Ily Wrangler
PTO Washed
100% Cotton

7:044cV
4*.-e
,

1 and 2 pieces
Solids & Patterns
$299 awl up

‘
>./

/mew

Sizes 5/6 to 13/14
r-11111:41.
.,

Special
Group
.„..„.100. 50%
Polyester
5000
Cotton

Aim
Toothpaste
With fluoride. Family size 6.4 oz.

69

4

Sheets & Pillow Cases
Double Fitted
Double Flat

Shes 2 to 14

Grooms and conditions hair naturally. 4.5 oz.
Tube

Dress Shoes
For Fatiters Day
Reg. 1J5 99
This Weekend
Only

Off

Sale

Scope
Brylcreem Hairdressing

Select A Pair
Of Men's

200/0 $1259
Boy's

A Great Selection
Of Ladies Summer

Realemon
Lemon Juice
Natural Strength

ti
.1 ' l ,., f

204
Sale sihr

Liquifilm
Wetting Solution

Strusght Lees
Khaki & leery
Reg 59 99
Sizes 32-46

$879.

Ladies
Denim

:1
,

Wok

32 oz Jar

69'

sir

*1

Bic Shaver
For days and days of close
comfortable shaves. 3
shavers.
Reg.69t

For Cool
Sommer Weer
6$'. Poly
3S•o Cotton

Adjustable Flame

Vlasic Kosher
Dill Pickles

32 oz. Jar
Sale Your Choice

Sale99'

Sale$
2
59

Pants

100% Dupont Orlon
Acrylic Rug Yarn
•
Size 20" x 27"

L

Bottle

Sale

Sale

Vlasic Hamburger
Dill Chips

or Baby - And You. 7 oz

New Variety Pack. Chocolate Fudge,
Chocolate Mint, Butterscotch and Vanilla
Caramel. Together now all in one box.
I'Az Pound Box

Men's Poplin

Rug Kit

Johnson's
Baby Shampoo
1-

- Loa

„

•

59

Latch Hook

""1--

Oral B-60 - Oral B-40 Oral B-35

4

Sale Your Choice

Prices in the Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty Aids Dept.
kre Good throughSunday

mesollen"1 ash

Oral B
Tooth Brush

11)

99'

No Return - No Refund

5 shelf- 18Dx36Wx72N

Seaway

Mouthwash and Gargle
18 oz. Bottle

99'

Sale

Sale$11°8

eivieveleve

U

•

beat witli he's & tit's

ELECTRIC "dm"
FISHING
MOTOR

Igloo Cool
Combination

m

Odorless, Weed Free
Won't Burn

assembled

kJan

•
•

Composted

Homebuilt
„

fla

This is
our final
shipment
for
the
year

SO lb bag

Reg.
32.95

UUM

$247

$327
2 cu. ft.

3 Cu ft

10•11•10•Milii.••

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY

there are opinions now, but
they are still just opinions,"
Southworth added. He said
officials are not in agreement
that the fire started in the
basement, which had been
generally reported over the
weekend.
Gov. Julian Carroll indicated the investigation of
the fire may be completed
sometime next week.
• Meanwhile, the state will
arrange a memorial service
for the victims of Jast
weekend's fire, Carroll said.

•
III
"INNIV

Prices good Thru Sun,6 p.m.

areur

P

mechanical failure, but
there's no way that n of them
can malfunction."
"There is noevidence whatso-ever that arson was
involved" in the fire, Southworth said, yet the cause
remains under investigation.
When asked if a faulty
generator is still a prime
suspect as the cause of the
blaze, Southworth replied,
"No,I don't think so."
"They haven't pinpointed a
prime suspect yet. I'm sure

MM

il.% 1:I_ IL III,
111r f,.... --

n

letter was mailed Nov. 16,
1976, again addressed to
Schilling and noted that a final
inspection of the building had
been made and "Our field
representative's report states
that the above project was
constructed in substantial
compliance with the minimum
fire safety regulations."
That indicates they did
carry out (corrections of)

The next correspondence
was on Nov. 15, 1976,"
Southworth said, in which
approval of "the recent additions" to the nightclub was
noted. The same letter contained a reminder that "two
additional exit signs are
necessary and are to be
located in the first-floor bar
and dining room area''
Southworth said a final

those four deficiences,"
Southworth added."The letter
could not have gone out unless
we had evidence or a report to
indicate those deficiencies had
been corrected."
The fire marshal said it isn't
known yet if the exit lights
continued- to function during
the fire.
"We had some 22 selfcontained emergency exit
units in that building." he
said. "It's always possible
there could have been a

Handbags
Dress or CasualYour Choice

20%

Off

Tank Tops
Blends of
Polyester end
Cotton

$249
Reg. 52.99
Sizes 10-18
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Hollis Walker Dies
Tuesday; Funeral

Fire. • •

Services Are Held
For Virgil N. Hart

To Be On Thursday

Virgil N. Hart, a resident of
Hollis Walker of Murray 101 Sunset Drive, Mayfield,
Route Eight died Tuesday at died at four a.m. Monday at
)1:50 a.m. at the Murray- Parkview,, Convalescent
Callov,as County Hospital. He Center in Paduc-ah. He was 74
was 65 years of age and his years of age, and a retired
death followed an illness of . building contractor.
two days. Mr. Hart is survived by his
The deceased was a wife, Mrs. Alyce Hart, five
member of the Green Plain sons, John T. Hart and Jimmy
Church of Christ and a Navy Ray Hart, both of Lone Oak,
eteran of World WWII. Born Joe Dudley Hart and Roger
.June 24, 1911. in Calloway Lynn Hart, of Folsomdale,
County, he was the son of the and Nathan ,Elery Hart,
late Charlie Walker and Azzie Benton, a stepson, Gene
Butterworth Walker.
Hardy, of Louisville, and two
Mr. Walker is survived by daughters, Mrs. Odie Looper,
his wife, Mrs. Faustine Adams 'Mayfield, and Mrs. Marvin
Walker, to whom he was Stewart, Glendale, Calif.
married on June 20, 1957;
He also leaves three
stepdaughter, Mrs. Roy brothers, James Hart and Joe
Marie[Wyatt, Murray Route Hart, of Puryear, Tn., and
Eight; step son, Jimmy Brent Hart, Paris, Tn., two
Farris, Murray Route Five; sisters, Mrs. Mae Paschall
two grandchildren, Tony and Mrs. Vernice Valentin,
Farris and Christopher Puryear, Tn., fifteen grand%YOU; four sisters, Mrs. children and three great
Edward Charlene) Curd and grandchildren.
Mrs. John (Anne) Brinkley,
The funeral was held at 3
Hazel Route Two, Mrs. p.m. Tuesday at the Byrn
Wardell (Nell) Scroggins, Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Clarksville, Tn., and Mrs. W.E. Skipper officiated,
.lames ( Elizabeth) Copeland, assisted by John Hoover, and
Lake Park, Ga.
burial was in Maplewood
The funeral will be held Cemetery.
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Dean
Crutchfield and Bro. John
Dale officiating. The song
service will be by singers from
the Green Plain Church with
Danny Herndon as leader.
Pallbearers
will be Junior
_
_ _
Childress, Clifford White,
Hugh White, 0. L. (-Pete
Hen-son, Joe - Bruce - Wilscin,
The Tucker Family Book,
..and Wilton Holland_ .Burial
will follow in the Green Plain being cOnipiled by Brown
Tucker of Kirksey, has been
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the withdrawn from publication,
funeral home after six p.m. Tucker announced today.
Tucker said that publication
tonight ( Wednesday.
of the Robert Tucker Family
Tree book has been withdrawn
because of "unverified data
Federal State Market News Service and lack of proof of a major
June 1, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market ancestor."
Report Includes B Buying Stations _
"This action is deemed
Receipts Act, 769 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows Steady .50 necessary in order to protect
higher
all concerned," Tucker exUS 1-2 200-230 lbs $42.25-42.50 few 42.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
942.00-42.25 plained. "I sincerely regret
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$41.50-42.00 this action," he said, "and
US 3-4260-260 lbs
$40.041.50
Sows
trust all contributors will
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
*34.50-35.50 understand. Checks will be
US 1-3 300-460 lbs
835.5436.50
CS 1-3 450-650 lbs. $36.50-37.50 few 38.00 returned to contributors
US 2-3300-500 lbs. ........00-34.50
without delay."
Boars 24.00-28 nO

DONATIONS—The Murray Women of the Moose recentlr made donations to local
organizations. Above, Virginia Scott, outgoing senior regent, and Donna Cunningham,
incoming senior regent, present Pat Holt, left, of the Comprehensive Care Center with
a $50 donation. Below,from left, Mrs. Cunningham and Mrs. Scott present a $50 check
to Robert Trenholm and Hal Winchester of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Unit. A
$50 check was also presented to the Calloway County Cancer Fund.
Stall Photos by David Hill

Book Withdrawn

From Publication

Hog Market

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
The $50 million Viking search
for life en Mars is over, and
scientists, while still puzzled,
are generally pessimistic
about the results from the two
robot spacecraft.
"The majority opinion is
that they have not detected
life in the samples of Martian
soil they tested," a spokesman
for Jet Propulsion Laboratory

A.T.1( Matador

AMC Pa,et

ONLY

10 DAYS LEFT
for the All American
Give Away!
Come on in and make the best deal with your AMC-Jeep
Dealer *****************************4*
*
/Cain
'
s
**********************-1

\
AMC,Jeep, Inc.

after you make your best deal American Motors will give
you a choice of. . .

said Tuesday.
Viking 1 set down on the red
planet lastJuly 13, and Viking'
2 landed September 3. The
Viking lenders scooped up soil
from the Martian surface and
performed experiments 341
when
their
Tuesday,
automated laboratories were
switthed off from Earth.
They had run out of the
nutrient liquids and helium
gas needed to conduct the
biology experiments.
However, the larders and
two orbiters circling the
planet continue to carry out
other scientific observations,
gathering information on
Martian winds and temperatures.
The laoders carried out all
the tasks they were designed
for — and some they weren't,
including some self-repair.
Results beamed back to
Earth at first led scientists to
think they might have found
evidence of life. But later
experiments failed to clear up
the ambiguous results, and
scientists developed theories
of how the results could have

Ledbetter Church
To Hear Rev. Cope
The Ledbetter Baptist
Church has announced its
homecoming for Sunday, June
5. A previous pastor, the Rev.
Glynn Cope, will preach at the
morning worship service.
Dinner will be served on the
grounds follov)ing the morning
service and a sing festival will
follow the dinner.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and morning worship at
eleven a. m. The evening
service will be cancelled this
week.

Coles Camp Ground
Plans Homecoming
5400 in a, ommodations
it atlk, Americ aria Ho(el'

$400 in travel on
Americ an Airline, —

As relatives and friends go
by the few remaining whiteshrouded bodies, investigators
remain at the scene of the
plush nightclub atop a bluff on
a 17-acre spread. Parts of the
building frame remain where
a crane, pulling debris away,
searches for more bodies.
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh said
Tuesday he was "extremely
optimistic" his crews would
uncover no mombodies from
the rubble. There were about
3'500 people at the entertainment house when the
fire broke out.
Brandenburgh, who directs
a team of investigators,
declined to release past fire.
inspection reports.
"These are part of the investigation and I am always
fearful of people zeroing in one

or more parts of reports when
it might turn out later that
those facts have nothing to do
with what happened," he said.
However, state Fire Marshal Warren Southworth said
Tuesday that the club was in
fire
with
compliance
prevention laws at its last
state inspection in February
1976. But Southworth was
unable to locate a copy of the
report nor mild the inspector.
In a letter from Chief,
Deputy Fire Marshal Stanley
Boyd to the club owner, Boyd
wrote Nov. 16, 1976 and has
copy: "Our field representative's report states that the
project was constructed in
substantial compliance with
minimum
fire
safety
regulations."

Members Will
Be Honored At
Pleasant G'roie

Search For "Life On Mars
By Viking Project Concludes

AMC Gremlin

AMC Hornet

(Continued From Page 1)

The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
celebrate homecoming day on
Sunday, June 5.
At the eleven a.m. worship
service all members over 70
years of age will be recognized
and all who have been
members for more than 50
years will be honored and
presented a certificate.
Seventy four members will be
recognized for more than 50
years of membership.
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, H.rikilLpfeach—Oti the
topic, ,`Counting the Cost,"
based on tpe text, Luke 14:28-

Tucker Family

$100 worth of American
Tourister Luggage '

Hurry!
Come and Make Your Choice
Today. Get This Great Special
And Receive The Rebate
The Government Set Per Unit

This Special Expires June 10, 1977*-

Cain's AMC,Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road — 753-6448

The annual homecoming
and memorial day services
'will be held Sunday, June 5, at
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and the morning worship
services will be at eleven a. m.
with the church, the Rev.
Charles Yancy, bringing the
message. This will be the Rev.
Yancy's last sermon at the
church as be will be moving to
the pastorate at ,the United
Methodist Church at Crnden,
Tn.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon and singing
will begin at 1:30 p. m. The
public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said

•

been produced by a unique
chemical — rather than
biological — process _ in the
soil.
Dr. Don DeVincenzi, who
heads NASA's Division of
Extraterrestrial Biology, said
Tuesday that while the
chemical theories "have
considerable merit," they
don't fit all the results from
Viking.
The Viking results could
have been produced by a
nonliving process triggered by
"eons of fairly intense
radiation ifrom the sun) interacting with the surface
the
and
material
atmosphere," said DeVincenzi.

After the service of worship
dinner will be served on the
grounds, followed by a Hymn
Sing with the South Pleasant
Grove choir and other groups.
The choir is conducted by Mrs.
L. D. Cook. Mrs. Otto Erwin
plays the organ and Tommy
Gaines plays the piano.
All members; former
members, and friends of the
church are invited, a church
spokesman said.

• ...Kir:41Kr.*
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+2.46

Indus. Av.

325i +%
unc
MK WIC
63% unc
54% +s
52% +%
67% +%
26%
274 one
38% unc
3344 -%
22% +
29% laic
22% +
9% +44
17% -4.4
24 +

Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil AT&T. Ford Motor
Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
Heublein Inc
Corp.
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

23% +54
40% +%
II% +%
4355 +%
50% unc
29% -%
36%'inc
54% +%
1055 +41"
We

+141

+55
33% +%
14% +4
3255'inc
13% +341

Pr

I would like to take part ie the summer reading program of
the Calloway County Public Library,"I Am A Reader."
NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE

will be in grade

in September.

My favorite books are
I would like to road about (number a few-of your favorites ii
for first choice,#2 for second, etc.):
Sports
Horses
Mink

_

Cooking
Theatre
_Minh

_Adventure
Mysteries
Exploring

SPect
Travel
Pioneers

Please return this form to the library by June 4.
—Will Happen from June6-July 30—

Any color, any kind.
Your choice Poplar
or Oak wood.
Come in and see
our display - one
of the most beautiful
selections of colors
in Murray.

Be Held Saturday

The Marshall County Youth
Choir will present the musical,
''Celebrate Life," at the
Union
Student
Baptist
building at Murray State
University Wednesday at 7:00
p. m.
This group of over 50 youth
represent all parts of Marshall
County and churches of all
denominations. They are
under the direction of Dr.
Keith Ellis of Benton, and
have performed this work on
numerous occasions in their
area.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows,

We Have
Custom Built
Cabinets

For Fire Group To

Youth Choir
In Program

Boyd also wrote the owner
on March 3, 1976 about four
deficiencies resulting from his
month-earlier inspection.
Southworth said the corrections were made and he has
affidavits to support that.
Brandenburgh said investigators have almost ruled
out the basement as the origin
of
th5
. fire.
Earlier
speculation, including that by
Gov. Julian Carroll, said the
fire started in a basement
boiler-room, burned for many
minutes undetected before
moving into the air conditioning system and breaking
through the walls of the
Cabaret Room. Most of the
fatalities died in that
showroom.

The McDaniel Cemetery,
1
2 miles east of Almo,
located 3/
annual
its
have
will
homecoming on Sunday, June
5, with a basket dinner to be
spread at noon.
Funds for the upkeep of the
cemetery and for the trust
fund for the cemetery will be
taken. Persons unable to
attend may mail their contributions to Myrtle Jones,
Route One, Dexter, Ky.

Yes

All Day Carnival

An all day carnival will be
held Saturday, June 4, at the
Buchanan
School
at
Buchanan, Tn. the day's
events will start at ten a.m.
Proceeds from this event,
sponsored by the Paris
Landing Community Fire
Department Auxiliary, will go
to buy much needed equipment for the volunteer
firemen of the Paris Landing
Community Fire Department.
Included in the events will
be games for children and
adults, prizes, arts and crafts
booth, country store, cake
walk, pony rides, and plenty of
food, a spokesman said.
Live entertainment will be
featured throughout the day
with four -grdups performing
including The Owens Trio, The
Craig Brothers Country Rock,
Tennessee
Gospel
The
Singers, and the Bitter Creek
Band.
The public is invited to
attend, a spokesman said

McDaniel Cemetery
Plans Homecoming

Need New Cabinets - Check
With Us First. We'll treat
You Right. Made by Schmidt
Kitchen Kompact

S11YE
LnTEk
WOOD & TIAJONRY S8.00
.110Z16E MUTH
Rcurgeu
2 Gkion PiAJTK BUCKET

AtQPICt "SAVE
$16.92 WITH

...,.;.
. .6"Aluiew 1 IWO 6fill011S
LIST S24.92

US"

Nil

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

N.

Phone 753-3642

aelreet:;111W410,016.1,See1044ek.,
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COOKING CORNER
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Cafe Des Copains Makes Debut

in

of

44

II

IC

IC
41I

Sra

Murray's most exclusive
dining spot opened on May
24th for the friends, family,
and members of Murray
High's Frefich Club. This one
- _night only event transformed
the MHS cafeteria into a
French Bistro complete with
red checked tablecloths,
candles dripping down old
bottles, posters of scenic Spots
in Prance and even some
artwork created by students.
Appropriate French music
played in the background.
Dinner was buffet style with
a plethora of dishes from
which to choose. There was a
lovely -chicken-cheese
casserole,chicken tid-bits that
had been fried, ham rolled
around pate-fois-gras, beef
chunks, various vegetable
casseroles using asparagus,
French cut green beans, and
carrots in Grande Marnier
sauce. All this was served with
French bread, of course. For
dessert the choices were
cherry tarts, strawberry pies,
crepes in orange sauce,
eclares and a Bavarian
creme.
The planning and food
preparation was carried out

IC

*Ns.

by the 50-60 members of the
French Club lead by Ruth
Howard. To be eligible for
membership a student must
be enrolled m a French class
or have completed oae year of
French. The purpose of the
club is to expose members to
the customs and traditions of
France as well as to promote
the use of tte language in
social situations outside the
classroom.
For the past few years the
club has been very busy
a
money
for
raising
scholarship they will award in
1978 to an outstanding senior
at Murray High who plans to
major in French. To this end
they have had Quiche
sidewalk cafe's, bakesales at
school, and the Mardi Gras in
conjunction with the Spanish
Club.
This summer five students
are accompanying Bob and
Ruth Howard to France for a
month's submersion into the
culture of France.
Entertainment at the Cafe
des Copains, or Cafe of
Friends in English, was
furnished by George Landoll
and Mrs. Joe Kessler who

IT'S OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY...
COME CELEBRATE WITH US...
As our thank you for making our firit year
.so..rewarding we
are havika SALI.June 1st tu4th.
There will be discounts on almost EVERYTHING in the store
with some savings up to

50%
FREE canvas carry-all with all purchases over 525.

The
Panhandler

uf.

Dixieland
Shopping Center
Off Chestnut

Various students were quite mixture because it won't rise .
willing to share their recipes at all if it is We found this
with us and wish all who try oat Remove from heat. Add
eggs one at a time. Beat until
them BON APPETIT.
dough loses slick appearance
Chocolate Eclairs
and looks dry. The mixture
Thomas Pitts
will be ready when it stands
Eclairs
ct on.the spoon. Fill a
k2 c. butter
kie press or pastry bag
1 c. water
h dough and form eclairs I
1 c. sifted all-purpose flour a hwt
co kieand4 ihe sheetheSlo
-t. salt
greased
4 large eggs
hes
Combine butter and water in degrees for about 13-15
a saucepan. Bring to a minutes then reduce heat to
vigorous boil. Reduce heat to 325 degrees for 20 minutes
low. Sift dry ingredients more. Eclairs should puff'up
together and add at once. Stir in the first 10 minutes. When
vigorously until mixture they are cool, cut lengthwise
forms a ball and does not stick and fill with pudding or pastry
to the sides of the pan. Be creme. Frost with Chocolate
careful not to over heat flour frosting. Serve at once. Yield 1
dozen.
Chocolate Frosting
1 egg
. one-third c. melted butter
134 squares chocolate, melted
and cooled
1 t. vanilla
c. powdered sugar,
sifted
affected.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
is of- Beat egg. Blend in -butter,
consumer health officials of The manufacturer
chocolate and vanilla. Beat in
affected
fering
the
to
modify
the Department for Human
sugar
until smooth. Spread at
write
consumers
Resources have reported that machines if
once on eclairs.
Cleveland,
22132,
P.O.
Box
to
certain "Mr. Coffee" brewers
CREPESSUZETTE
Ohio, 44122. The company
may cause electrical shock or
-Debbie Gadberry
requires the consumer's
fire.
-Greta Timmerman
telephone
name,
address,
"We have investigated
(with
chi
from Craig
complaints about some Mr. number and the machine code
the
number.
Owners
of
Coffee machines which are
brewers are asked not to
alleged to have caused shock,„„eturn
_
_.
.
and every. fire reatilifrig w.
con-. 4 Jumps sugar `
company
will
notify
property damage." said Edset
'
their cof- 1 orange
Moore, manager of the state's suiner_s_to take
C. butter ..
location
where
feemakers
to
a
Pesticide and Consumer
it can be modified, according orange extract, to taste
Product Safety Branch.
to
the news release.
Moore said state officials
have forwarded do..umen- The manufacturer
tation of the consumer recommends that owners of
.complaints to the U.S. Con- the machines with suspected
Safety defects follow these inProduct
sumer
Commission.
structions:
The manufacturer of the —Do not leave the machine
Mr. Coffee machines, North unattended while in.use..
American Systems, Inc., —Unplug the machine when
announced this month that it is not in use.
voluntarily recalling 3.1
—Turn off the brewing
million of its brewers.
switch
when the brewing cycle
According to a news release
from the commission, cof- is completed and turn .off the
feemakers subject to the warming switch when the
recall are identifiable by a coffee is no longer being kept
letter and a two-digit number Vann.
—Make no attempts to
on the back cover_plate. Only
machines bearing the letters adjust the machine. If should
"G","H","I", "J", "K", or be serviced only by an
"1-", and the number "75" are .authorized service center.
gave brief talks on. the importance of foreign languages
in their personal lives. Also,
there was a short presentation
of awards won at the state
competition,local awards won
by various members and
installation of the new officers.
This year's club _meetings
were presided over by Bobbie
Smith, Lynda Perrin, seniors;
and Jill Austin, Bruce Horning, and Donna Bailey,
juniors. Next year Donna
.Bailey, Aracely Capote, Ann
Clark, gine Jones and Kim
Alley all seniors-to-be and
Stacey Overby, junior-to-be
will be the officers of this very
busy, dedicated group.

12 crepes

sugar with half the butter and
cream well. Place the
remaining butter in a flat
skillet or chafing dish. Melt
butter and add orange butter.
Add the juice and add enough
extract until you have a

Rub the lwnps of sugar on
the orange skin until they are
covered with the aromatic oil.
Squeeze the' orange. and
reserve the juice. Crush the

pleasing orange taste. Keep
the sauce at a light simmer
and add the crepes one at a
time. With a fork or large
spoon, turn each crepe over in
the sauce-andloid in quarters..
Serve hot. 4-6 servings)

Recall Of Coffee

Brewers Announced

FRENCH COOKING—Donna Bailey, left, and Kim Alley, await service at the "french"
restaurant night recently held by the French Club at Murray High School
Staff Photo by)avid HMI
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The Friendly Folks at Otasco
Save You Money With...

OTASCOyou, UNIROYAL

OENLIYFows-1095t
'
lE

TREAS BUILDING CENTER

,
perial<-6-/w-,
z4,
AUTHORIZED DEALER

NMI

-PAW
4-PLY POLY

T/GER 1:11W,

\Vas

FOUR-PLY POLYESTER CORD • 78 SERIES DESIGN

97

1

0,71-13114Atiewel1
plvs 174III
and Are el. let

L

0.1

PRICE —

Slit

225
2747
2 39
- 29.47
2 55
30.47
258
31.47
G78 15
2 80
33.47
H78 15
Al pores plus F E T and 'ON. H );(:,,, COI
Itlfluto.roll tubeless 5200 more pa.. roe
i1814
F78 14
G78 14

1

THE SURREY

RADIAL

Placing the sink in an angled peninsula lends flair to this relatively
cramped, 14 by 12 kitchen. Spot lights in soffit above work area
provides illumination. Appliances are "garaged" in Cabinet in
corner of counter.

TIGERISIW.

just one of the many, beautiful kitchens included in "My
Dream Kitchen Portfolio.'• It will help you save time and money and
worry when you sit down with your professional kitchen planner to
plan your kitchen. Use the coupon below to introduce yourself to a
world Of creative kitchens designed with a flairt
This is

STEEL GLASS BUTS • 78 SERIES DESIGN •POLYESTER CORD PLIES
• TUBELESS WHITEWALLS

3

97
BAN. 3p
2 II if
end Nr. ell
tor

SIZE
ER78 14

PRICE

PET

45.97

2 ,49

FR78 14

47.97

2 69

GR78 14

52.97

289

54.97

307

HR78 IA
GR7815
HR78 15

4

4

1R78-15

PROM QUEEN — DeAnn Thornton, 17-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will D. TIvqrnton, 805 S. 16th
St., was recently crowned 1977 Murray High School
Prom Queen.
Photo by Wilson Woollev

w •r

Z97

55.97

315

61.97 „

347

E I and h•es off ,or

FREE MOUNTING AND ROTATION
WHEEL BALANCING AVAILABLE

PLATE LUNCHES

GRACIOUS
LIVING

DIRF

Al? proce. plus

53.97

11 AM - 3 PM
EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
•Meat
*2 Vegetables

e`Oli T,X -0

UNIROYAL

FASTRAK BELTED
THE ORIGINAL

EQUIPMENT BELTED TIRE

POLYESTER CORD PLIES • FIBERGLASS BELTS
• 78 SERIES DESIGN • TUBELESS WHITFWALLS

$195

-,
• MC(
39.97
41.97
43.97
45 97
46 97
49 97
52 97

*Bread
Your Choice Of
E

00 PLUS Y3
,
t .0. ", •.'

7 MEATS 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS

TREAS

THE NEW

BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

41N11 i‘v
FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
UNIROYAL TIRES FOR YOUR
EVERY DRIVING NEED.
WE TAKE THE CONFUSION
OUT OF BUYING TIRES AND
SAVE YOU MONEY, TOO!

54 97

USE OTASCO CREDIT

SAL(PPICESGOOD AT OVER SOOSTORES
.
TMNOUCIITOUT THE SOUTH AND SOU T KITIEST

Bel-Air Center

753-8391

--

0
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Kentucky Law Protects
People From Exploitation
FRANKFORT — "It's
inhuman to abuse, neglect, or
exploit the elderly or any
"Taking The Fifth"
Summoned to testify in a brib- other adult," commented
ery probe, a politician was asked John Denton, adult services
if he had ever paid off any public specialist with the Kentucky
officials. When he refused to Department for Human
answer on constitutional grounds, Resources'(DHR) Bureau for
investigators tried to have him
Social Services.
punished for contempt.
"Now Kentucky has a law
"By 'taking the Fifth'," they
complained in a court hearing, that • protects people from
"he is sabotaging this very im- exploitation,
abuse
or
portant inquiry."
neglect," he said.
But the court upheld the witDenton referred to the Adult
ness' privilege under the Fifth Protection Act passed by the
Amendment to remain silent.
1976 General Assembly. This
Hoyt Kirk (left), Director of the Mid-South Youth Camp,
act provides for protective
Henderson, Tn., accepted a P.A. system donated to the
services to "anyone 18 years
camp by Willard Ails (right) of Murray. Ails made the
or older who is too impaired
presentation in a ceremony before the annual alumni
physically or mentally to act
May
13.
Friday,
College,
banquet at Freed-Hardeman
on
his or her own behalf and
The portable P.A. system will be used at the schoolwho is without responsible
sponsored youth camp.
friends or relatives who are
available to assist them."
The act is similar to the
Child Abuse Act in that it
requires reporting cases of
violation.
"The privilege may not be vioDHR's Bureau for Social
lated," said the court, "(merely)
Services is responsible for
are
inconits
restraints
because
FRANKFORT — Ken- ditional costs of snow removal
venient or because the disclosure administration and providing
tucky's elementary and and the necessary early of wrongdoing will promote the services under this act. The
secondary schools suffered an warm-up of buses.
public weal. It is a barrier inter- responsibility
infor
$11 million loss this year due • Jefferson County assistant posed between the individual and vestigating adult protective
superintendent
Mike
Burthe government, and neither legis- services complaints belongs to
to the unusually harsh winter,
said a state official of the cherri said that 600 Jefferson lators nor judges are free to Bureau for Social Services'
Kentucky Department of County school bus drivers overleap it."
The Fifth Amendment, trace- county workers,
were paid to arrive half an
Education KDE).
adultprotection
s;awn e
The
h ntofocus
refusein o
of
v s
a
tdi else incegd
able to the evils of the Inquisition
hour
early
to
warm
up
buses
Melton,
Associate
James
and the Star Chamber, is based is one
so
they
could
make
their
runs
Superintendent of Public
on the unfairness of forcing a providing services' to the inInstruction, said yesterday at the usual time. Burcherri person to convict himself. How- dividual in need who requests
that $4.6 million was spent on said the added costs to the ever, there are important limita- services. "A person has the
unanticipated fuel bills during Jefferson County school tions.
services;
For one thing, the privilege is right
the extreme cold in January system for January and personal. One man invoked the cannot make anyone accept
February exceeded $1 million.
and February.
Fifth Amendment when ques- the help that is being offered,"
Speaking at the Governor's He added that $848,000, double tioned about his cousin, the said Denton.
was
amount,
budgeted
the
Conference on the Economic
defendant in.a manslaughter case.
A significant number of the
But it was obvious that the only
Impact of the Winter of '77. spent on fuel oil.
reported cases deal either
the
witness
was
to
purpose
of
In
a
written
report
to
the
Melton explained that in
with the young adult or the
addition to physical losses Governor,the KDE suggeSted,, protect his cousin, not himself.
very old, revealed Denton.
answer,
the
Ordering
him
to
•
caused by severe cold, such as that schools develop alter- court said he had "no right,
The reason for this, he
broken pavement, frozen nate heating capabilities, open under the pretext of shielding explained, is that the young
pipes and roof damage, school on an earlier date so they can himself, to (shield) others seeking adults who need service are
systems also faced the ad- close schools during periods of shelter behind his privilege."
Furthermore, there must really generally "retarded or
extreme cold and develop a
curriculum guide to make be a risk of incrimination. A wit- physically handicapped," and
students aware of the need for ness in a burglary case was asked the elderly are very susceptime tible because of their "lack of
For Informatioa
energy conservation. They whether he had ever served Fifth
in prison. He pleaded the
mobility, impaired physical or
also
recommended
an
energy
Regarding
Amendment, but the court ruled mental functioning and their
audit for each school district. that he must answer because his
isolation."
Roger Crittenden of the reply could have no criminal
EledrOlYSiS
Denton cited the bureau's
Consequences.
Council on Higher Education
meaning
of terms used by the
Even though he could be emsaid that state universities
(Permanent
barrassed by his "past," said the ptotective service worker as
spent almost $900,000 more court,embarrassment alone wasn't follows:
Removal of Hair)
than their budgeted resources
weighty enough reason to block
—"Exploitation" is the
last winter, but added that the course of justice.
improper use by a caretaknr
they were able to operate
A public service feature of the of funds paid by a governduring the cold spells.
American Bar Association and mental agency to the perscn.
the Kentuck• Bar Association. This may be a Social Security
check or other government
Substituting wool for synthet- payment.
ic fibers would demand a bil—"Caretaker" is defined as
lion acres of grazing land, an individual or institution
equal to all the agricultural responsible for the care of an
land in the United States, ac- adult either by a family
cording to Harding.
relationship, assumed
responsibility, contract or
other such agreement.
—"Physically abuse" refers
1. Ask about our conditional
lationwide for over 46 year
in- 5.
$150,000 Termite damage
to infliction of pain, injury, or
All chemicals EPA
guarantee 2. Free inspeciii
registered
mental anguish.
bons 3. Economical
—"Neglect by caretaker" is
ire li
quarterly pest condefined as the deprivation of
troi 4. Trusted
4
.f.
services
necessary
to
A
dr .....
maintain the health and
t
e ''''
welfare of the adult.
'of).''
'
'
—"Self-neglect" is the state
•-•
of being unable to provide or
obtain for himself services
necessary to maintain health
or welfare. '
Advertoseis
ere
• Since the law has been in
-requested to check the
effect, Denton stated that the
first Insert.on of ads for
correct/on
numbei of reported cases
This
newspaper will be
totaled. 559; of these, the
responsible for only
greatest number or perone incorrect ,nserfron
centage has been classified as
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
self-neglect.
REPORTED iMMFDIATE
He cited an example of selfLY SO PLEASE CHECK
Nobody hates pests like Termini' hates pests.
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
neglect: "The person is
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
AND NOT/FY US PROM
usually female; 70-75 years
Memtser National Pest Control Assoc.,
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
old, living along and becoming
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc
ERROR
increasingly unable to take
care of personal needs." More
than likely this person does
not want to leave familiar
surroundings either to go to a
nursing home or to move, in
with relatives.
Denton said thi act may
also provide held for those
who "live in inadequate
housing, are improperly fed
and clothed, are unable to
manage financial or personal
affairs, receive inappropriate
medical or psychiatric ('are,
are unable to manage alone in
their house or who need help in
arranging out-of-home ('are.
"Our goal is to help these
individuals
remain
in-

State School Suffer Loss
Of $11 Million In Winter

dependent for as long as
possible
in
familiar
surroundings," he said.
The bureau offers, either
directly or by referral, a
number of services_in order to
make this possible. Among
these services are: counseling, homemakers, home
health care and homedellivered meals.
The bureau also tries to
locate relatives and friends to
urge them to renew interest in
and provide real assistance to
the person,in need.
The Bureau for Social
Services is dependent-- upon
responsible citizens to refer
adults who may need these
protective services. Names of
persons making referrals are
kept confidential and these
remain
may
persons
anonymous. Referrals should
be directly to the local
'county) DHR Social Services
office.:
Written inquiries may be
sent to John Denton, Adult
Services Specialist, Department for Human Resources,
Bureau for Social Services,
403 Wapping Street, Frankfort, Ky., 40601, telephone
(502) 564-6936 during working
hours.
NORMAL
BLOOD PRESSURE
WASHINGTON (AP) — Normal blood pressure ranges
from about 90 over 60 to 140
over 90, says the National High
Blood Pressure Education Program.
If the bottom number, known
as the diastolic blood pressure,
measures over 104 on _two dAferent readings, the program
recommends a visit to.a doctor
for medication—to lower 'the
blood pressure.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1977
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contract. Give rein to your liveliest
hopes now. Do not antagonize
those who are really well
disposed toward you.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grot4
You should encounter few
obstacles now, but be on guard
against "little" etrors,
miscalculations. Romance and
travel favored.
TAURUS
‘W.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) b
This day could have its tricky
moments. You will do well to
maintain an even, systematic
pace and procedure, no metier
what pressures may be put upon
you.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Mercury influences indicate a
day of successful moves and
plans, but all will require knowhow, diligence and painstaking
care. Don't launch into uncharted seas.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) edfiC)
Quality of effort must be
stressed over quantity now. Use
your strong will power
thoughtfully — for or against
certain propositions. The
emphasis MUST be on constructiveness.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Consult with others before
making important decisions.
Your endurance may be tested,
but you are used to tests — and
usually come through with
flying colors.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mixed influences. Organize
talents and experience to
promote your interests more
efficiently. Some personal plans
may have to be deleted from
your program for the moment.

leros

The Murray City Street Department will again
pick up brush and debris for the residents of Murray
beginning immediately and continuing through
August 26. Residents should call 753-3790 for this
service as it is available only on a call-in basis.
The city will be divided by Main Street. The north
side will be picked up on Mondays and Tuesdays.
The south side will be picked up on Wednesdays,
Thursdays,and Fridays.
Citizens are asked to place all leaves, grass,
weeds, trimmings, etc., in plastic bags or containers. Brush should be neatly stacked in -small
piles no longer than six (6)feet with ends facing the
street.
The Street Department is offering this free service to fill a need created by the severe winter that
resulted in se-much winter kill of shrubs and bushes.

The Friendly Folks
at Otasco Say:
BUY
NOW
AND
1°°%1E‘itpui SAVE!

Call 753-8856

If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll loveTerminix.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Regular hamburger only 19`
Regular price 33'

ceey ef The Mono, Lodger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Alendiry.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. ea Sot*
days ars urged to WI 753-1916

HAMBURGER
Offer Good
Thursday
Friday,
June 2 It, 3, 1977 only at

Imsfirosso 5:30 p.a. Godley.*
Momday-Priday, yr 3:30 p.m
and 4 p.m. Satirdays, to Smoot
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SALE

SAVE '411
High Efficiency energy sayer. 2.
speed cooling, exhaust & fresh
air control. Instant mount installation kit included. Reg. 309.95.

ENERGY SAVER*
115 Volts
8.7 E.E.R.
12,000 BTU

8

WE TRADE!
Dellv•ry and expert onstallohan
avollable •xfra

"11•=1

89 1.3

Olt

inmates-

ENERGY SAVER
6,000 BTU
115 Volts•7.5 Amps
High Efficiency Energy Sayer.
7.0 E.E. R., 2 cooling speeds
and 'exhaust control, and you
can install it yourself in minutes. Reg. 224.95. 0.4.4.
•

SAVE
26.95

s

Rent Steamex •

From your friendly Otasco Store
by the day or by the hour.

Iiiiji ntualteir

Ter—
rtp. illaater
tt:

hip

19,000 BTU
Economy plus cooling corn-.
fort is yours with this Temp.
Master air conditioner. 0.5
E.E.R. Cools severahrooms.
2 speeds, automotii thermostat. Reg. 354.95. to tit(

SAVE s56

ENERGY SAVER
24,000 BTU
High 7.4 E.E.R. means energy
savings for you, with enough
cooling power to cool several
rooms. Three cooling speeds,
exhaust and fresh air controls:$
Reg. 444.95. to 44-

SAVE $56

88

most be placed by 6 p.m. weak
days or 4 p.m. Satiordays to
guarmitom Isikotry.

III C
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AIR CONDITIONER

/others of tios nowspogoat. Calls

of MURRAY, Ky.

ce(

son
wa
rai
_the
se
PCI
an(

'the high E.E.R. (Energy Effici•ncy Ratio)
of Temilshiaster Air Condition•rs saves
•lectricity You get more cooling power
at a lower operating cost.

-------753-8398
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NOTICE

fa'RQ
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YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely gregarious individual — a happy-go-lucky
person, motivated by good will
toward all. Also ambitious and
unusually versatile, you have
the potentialities for attainment
in many fields but,since you are
restless and changeable in your
desires, could stymie your own
efforts if not careful. The
Geminian usually excels in
writing, music, promotional
ventures, any field which involves travel.- On the other
hand, you may be attracted to
science and (or) research and
could succeed at either If you
educate yourself along these
lines. You would make an excellent teacher if you could
master your innate impatience.
Birthdate of: Thomas Hardy,
novelist; Sir Edward Eiger,
composer; ,Pope Pius X;
Johnny Weissmuller, noted
swimmer and film star
("Tarzan").

SCORPIO
.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) Re*
Through sheer personality,
you can be an effective influence in areas where barriers
have'been erected. Your spirit
of enterprise stimulated.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid any tendency toward
vacillation.
Set
sights
calculatingly on your target,
and aim for it unerringly.
Jupiter influences helpful.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Be solicitous of fellowmen but
not to the point of being "taken
in." There are some who would
prey on anyone who will listen.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Care needed in both domestic

OTASCO
E1\114)1

and budgetary matters. Also,
avoid
restlessness
and
changeability. A day for
straight-line thinking and action.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCr
Fine. aspects stimulate optimism and foresight. An excellent day for making plans —
especially those of a long-range
nature.

Sete Prnits Geed Doc Saturday at Over 600 Stores Thintoglwcuit The Swath and Southwest

11,111(0
•00

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8391

lis,•11.r• ••

MiS/11M large
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Curb Ramp Helping Solve
Problems For Handicapped
FRANKFORT — "Ken- tuckians aware of the needs may contact
Marshall E.
tucky is first in the nation to and problems of handicapped Swain at
(5051 564-4440 or
solve the most common and
persons," explained Mrs. Gerald Williams, (606)
252troublesome problem of Williams. "We are now 0851.
handicapped persons — the
working on phase two 'curb," said Marshall E. putting. awareness into acSwain, assistant superiti:- tion."
tendent foi. the Bureau of
During the first two years,
Rehabilitation Services, state the committee distributed
Department of Eleucation.
key rings, automobile stickers
"Although the enactment of and various informational
recent legislation provided materials. The group operated
some help with the problem, it a booth at the state fair, apwas the design of the curb peared on radio and television
ramp which has facilitated programs and participated in
. _the use of the streets by the conferences and workshops
FRANKFORT — Assistant
severely disabled, the elderly, for rehabilitation workers.
Superintendent DorP.C. Bale
persons with coronary disease
Recently, the committee will retire from the Kentucky
and diabetes, as well as received a E5,000 grant from Department of Education
mothers with infants in the Office of Highway Safety, KDE i.July 1 after serving 25
strollers," Swain said.
Department
of
Tran- years with the department
Eugene B. Drake, assistant sportation, to conduct a two- under seven administrations.
director of the Division of day curb-ramping seminar.
Bale joined the KDE in 1952
Design, state Department of Committee chairman Gerald as a high school supervisor
Transportation, developed the - Williams and 30 others who and has served as assistant
design and received' the use wheelchairs studied every superintendent for the Bureau
Barrier Free Design Award fact of curb ramping, in,,iven by the Committee for., cluding the legal, structural
the elimination of Ar- and funding aspects, acchitectural Barriers.
cording to Mrs. Williams.
Mrs. Kathy Williams, a
"To our knowledge, it was
member of the committee and the first such endeavor of its
supervisor of rehabilitation kind in the United States,"
services at Cardinal Hill, said Mrs. Williams. "The
Lexington, presented Drake seminar was conducted on the
with the award at the annual premise that the handicapped
training conference for individual is his own best
rehabilitation counselors of spokesman and by demonthe Southeast Region — an strating his needs is the one
eight-state area.
who can best get the job
''Many of the ramps being done."
constructed throughout the
Armed with information and
nation are not usable by knowledge, these individuals
persons in
wheelchairs will go back to their comprimarily because of a one to munities and set up- "wattwo inch lip that. is placed at chdog" committees to make
DON C. BALE
the bottom of a curb for sure nityi construction". and
Instruction
since Sepof
drainage purposes," -ex- buildings meet requirements •
plained Mrs. Williams. "The for architectural accessibility. tember 1956.'7'There were only
'lip' problem has been com"Accessibility means more 11 professional people in the
pletely solved by the new business and economic gain in Bureau of Instruction when I
ramp design now in effect in any community," said Mrs. came in M2," he said.
"I've seen a lot of progress
Kentucky."
Williams. "It can become a
education and in conin
Mrs. Williams has worked in community
effort
with
rehabilitation services for the churches
civic solidation, accreditation, and
and
past eight years and has organizations donating some certification of teachers.
served on the committee since of the labor and materials." We've had a great increase in
provide," Bale
it was formed in 1974.
Along with Mrs. Williams the services we
"The committee's major and Chairman Williams, the said.
Bale began his professional
thrust until now has been following persons serve on the
awareness — making Ken- committee for the Elimination career in 1935 teaching in the
of Architectural Barriers: Hart County elementary
Jerry Holbrook, east Ken- schools. Between 1935 and
tucky area; Wayne Jernigan, 1952, , he held positions as
west Kentucky area; Carolyn coach and principal and
Atkinson, I.ouisville area; served four years in the U. S.
Lowell Robertson, southeast Army.
to
addition
his
In
werininTh
Kentucky area; and Paul R.
professional
Bale
duties,
is
Stigall, north Kentucky area.
Anyone who needs technical also chairman of the Kentucky
assistance or more in- Authority for Educational
formation on curb ramping Television, chairman of the
board of directors of the
PASSIONATE
Appalachian
Educational
PLANT KEEPERS
Laboratory,
a
and
BARTLESVILLE,Okla. I AP) representative on the state
— Three-fourths of all house committee
for the Southern
plants owners -enjoy caring for
them," while the remaining one Association of Colleges and
With
life
time
quarter did not, according to a Schools.
guarantee. For insurvey conducted by Phillips • Balt is also a member of
formation and free
Kentucky Association of
Products.
demonstration call:
Administrators,
The survey found that most School
people keeping plants have a Kentucky
Education
"nurturing" or caring, "protec- Association and National
tive attitude" toward their Education Association.
plants.
After his years of service as
teacher, principal, coactAnd
administrator, Bale sums up
his philosophy on education by
saying, "All youngsters
should have a common core of
write
information — to read, write,
listen, speak and do creative
thinking. Beyond this, all
facets of education are not
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
equally important to all
students."

Don Bale
To Retire
On July 1

•

Four years ago Chester Poat ordered a kit of wood inlay from the Albert Constifle Company in New York He anticipated developing a hobby out of the order, and so he did — a hobbs that has led him to display his work at the TVAMurray Art Guild Arts and Crafts festit,a1 for the past three years. Poat, caretaker
and manager of the Knights ot Columbus Hall in Paducah, makes various wood
inlay pieces, including chess
and backgammon boards
and serving trays, using
various types of wood.
Utilizing special tools. Such
as a saw he describes much
like a hacksaw, Poat's work
includes the assembly, sanding buffing, and varnishing
of the pieces which will sell
for $10-$30 each. Poat will
be one of the more than
200 exhibitors whose work
will be displayed in the Environmental Education Center at Land Between The
Lakes during the 8th annual
Arts and Crafts Festival, June
25-26, 1977. Exhibitors from
numerous southeast and
midwest states will display
paintings,
sculpture,
woodwork, jewelry, and pottery from 9 a. m. until dusk both Saturday and Sunday. Additional information on the special activity can be obtained by writing
TVA, Land Between The Lakes Golden Pond, KY 42231. or telephoning 502-9245602.

MOVING SALE

A/S COLOGNE

1.00
OLD SPICE
A/S LOTION

THE
SHOWER
MASSAGE

Lowrey Organs

Now

DOUBLE EDGE

CONRAD
Olympia Plaza

753-1424
,....».4......tena-4-Ne-a c...-re-reme-ue

"
. NC:

Villa for 4
1110 of 305 unite

State. Zp
...

l000 wArr

;
ip
ML

1•1 MMMMM

MR. COFFEE
AUTOMATIC

CB600

44
28

SCHICK

PROJET 1000
DRYER

GOLF BALLS

1987
CALODRYL
LOTION
60Z

PACKAGE
OF 10

Llladl

*

THE ITCH, RELIEVER

3
FLASHBAR
FOR SX70
POLAROID

111111111111S

SIZE C &

HEDGE 484
TRIMMER

MIENP

CAMERA

83

TWO PACK
•MI RICAN

SCHICK

jONS,I.AF I.

TUMMY
TRIMMER
FANTASTK
LO*
PRICE

HOT LATHER
MYCITRACIN OINTMENT
OZ TUBE

MACHINE

14.95 14.88
91N.
PAPER
PLATES

½1N.
LIMIT ONE

50 FT.
WATERHOSE

30 QT
FOAM
COOLER

4 ROLL
PINK.GREEN,
BLUE.YELLOW

67t
PRICE S GOOD
WHII.F QUANTITIES

-m-911110-mersVomnion

'130

from

FLA. 32014

EVEREADY

FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES

919500
PIOARNOuSNasnd

:
▪ EIL°LUINgORSUVII4ILII.CRE
Vale for tire EPUCIV
price of a room
- ORMOND BEACH,

96C

COTTON ELLE
TISSUE

's

1904, 677 Mt

999

CONTAq

16"

I°N

free color Arcun,,,

' CONTAC
CAPSULES
VILLAGE
BLACKSMITH

cRvESAORAIT

30
E
!
Der 07

1.57 16"

$40000

Savings on
$20000
Lowrey
Organs Start at

7:1
PAX1111441

$11° Carper units Ara able
enia
Ill
floor
otan

GOLDEN RAM 90

BY WATER PIC

At Drastically Disdrced Prices

Retails For $2,395.00

tit

COOLER
CHESTER

11011

2.17

Kimball 700
Swinger Organ

•
*vIk

OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall.
playground Colt, tennis prwleges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac.
bons Pets welcome, Fishing. Jai.
Alai Auto Dog Racing

COFFEE MAKER

WALL MOUNT
434 OZ

Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold
Reduced as much as

Enioy your own phrate .11.3 at the World's
Most Famous Beach ;0 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong. Swedish House
'\ Each vill3 completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air condrtioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones. TV, shopping center,

Siam - 07.;

4 OZ

Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah

Pianos

• FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

32 Quart

MUSK

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

DAYTONA BEAN/

JO VAN

Home
Smoke
Detector

753-8487

WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

sw•

LAST

1.66

/
1
2 GAL.
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

8-t
1.17

C=rg1)5x7 COLOR
- _ENLARGEMENT
FROM ANY
STANDARD
COLOR
NEG OR
SLIDE

SPALDINGS
TENNIS SET

9.88

FUTURO PATIENT AIDS

GARDEN
HOE

3.4

PRODUCT!, TOR IVO HOME
(,ONVAI
NT

The Winner of Our

MEMORIAL DAY
Have A Picnic On Us
Drawing Was
Mr. John Hopkins
311 Oakdale, Murray, Ky.

LIMIT
ONE

(BEGLEY

TABLETS
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NEW
DAWN

U.S. CHOICE

SLICED
BACON

CHUCK
ROAST

VACUUM
PACK

"ITS THE TOTAL
ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS!'

BLADE CUT

1 Lb.
PKG.

Lb.

OUR BEST GRADE

BOLQGNA
CHUNK
Lb.

FAMILY PAK

U.S. CHOICE

CUBE
STEAK
$178

BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE•SHOULDER CUT

SWISS
STEAK

CHUCK ROAST
Lb.99

Lb.
U).

SLICED
FRESH LEAN

Lb'109

GROUND CHUCK
SLICED INTO

COOK-OUT SPECIAL

CHOPS

Lb 88c

CHUCK STEAK
KELLY'S

RIB
,2 PORK LOIN

Lb

ON
CHUCKWAG
1B4R
STEAKS

$1"

CHEF BOY AR DEEP'S OZ CAN

BEEFARONI OR
SPAGHETTI..:ETAT BALI S

2/99c

99c

"Your Assurance
TABLERITE
Of Quality"
U.S. CHOICE BEEF
ANS

KRAFT

KRAFT•1 LB

ORANGE
JUICE GALLON

PARKAY
MARGARINE

99c

2

nr;
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
19

I39
WE HONOR
U.S.D.A. FOOD
STAMPS

TABLEFRESH PROM CI;

ARIETY, PRICE &QU4UTi

FIRM GREEN

CABBAGE

BANANAS

2 49'

LB1Z

LB MR

MEDIUM
YELLOW

SQUASH
4
LB39

YELLOW
ONIONS
LB17

55c

5 LB.
BAG

ARMOUR

CASCADE
1BOX101.

8S°

FRESH GEORGIA

PEACHES
594

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY JU

BANKROLI
THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

UTHSIDE
SO
LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL

DRAWING

400

SORRY,
NOR
NO WINNER!
The family whose
come was dt ovin
this week did not
d.
,
, have a Bank;oil cot
punched
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COKE

*Banquet
FROZEN
8 OZ. PKG.

NO DEPOSIT•NO RETURN

POT
PIES

BIG 64 OZ.
1/2 GALLON

NORTHSIDE

SOUTINSIDE

6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY

I

7 PM 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
NOON-9 PM

Closed
Sunday

REG. PRICE 99c

ARMOUR

LIPTON

POTTED T
MEA
2 OZ.
/
51

TEA
BAGS
9
No
$18
COUNT

3

LIMIT
ONE

F

BLEACH

INSTANT

Mtn

NESTEA
3 OZ.
JAR

894 SS

$169

FOR

COUNTRY TIME
IGA•200 CT

BUNNY

FACIAL
E
TISSUSIZE

FRENCH
REEAD16 OZ
SPAGHETTI
itkil2tJccE 15' • OZ
)
LONG
HETTI
SPAG
IG•9

REGULAR

AVO
'ANS

DIAL PINK or
SOAP GOLD
KRAFT•SHARP

CHEDDAR
CHEESE
PINTO
NORTHERN
RED
CHILI HOT

S oz.
CHUNK

9
2/8'
2/49c
9'

59c*
69c
33c

LEMONADE
MIX
$239

49%

SAVE 45

BUSH'S

BUSH'S

BEANS

KRAUT
QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

AY JUNE 7, 1977.

OPEN
SUNDAY

.1?
111
;
•

„":•

•••••"--N

.1 I
•••-•4
•
. ,

NORTHSIDENOSORRY
WINNER!

$400

(I

mom

SOUTHSIDE

family wIluNc•
nonrso was cis 0 os
weok &Vint
havs• ss Bankroll cs 4
ror,s

gunt's Ketchup

t's Peaches
Hunt's

890
55

PUREX
DETERGENT
GIANT
SIZE
BOX
REG. PRICE 95'

LIMIT
ONE

AJAX•32 OZ

DISH LIQUID WFF LABEL
AJA
LIQUID CLEANER

$ "

X•HOUSEHOLD•28 OZ

__,--errrop••••••-•---ss-4.so-systrY,•..-"sswi-1•_44

s 109

4 .4

PAGI
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1 legal Notice
NOTICE
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of accounts was on May 23,
1977 filed by Hilda G.
Hart, Executrix of the
estate of J. Dan Hart,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
' Court and ordered filed
to - lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before June 27,
1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of May, 1977.
By Marvin Harris, Clerk

1 legal Notice

1 legal Notice

1 Legal Notice
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.

1 legal Notice
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
June 27, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of May, 1977.
By Marvin Harris, Clerk
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
By: Judith Ainley, LI. C.

June 27, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of May, 1977.
By Marvin Harris, Clerk
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
By: Judith Ainley, D. C

and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
NOTICE
June 27, 1977 or be
IN ACCORDANCE with
forever barred.
Kentucky Statutes,
Witness my hand this 24
Sections 25.195 and
day of May, 1977.
25.200: Notice is hereby
By Marvin Harris, Clerk
given that a report of
NOTICE
NOTICE
County Court Clerk,
final settlement of ac- IN ACCORDANCE with
IN ACCORDANCE with
County,
Ky.
Calloway
23,
counts was_ on May
Kentucky Statutes,
Kentucky Statutes,
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
1977 filed by Fred WorkSections 25.195 and
Sections 25.195 ,and
man, Executor of the
25.200:• Notice is hereby
25.200: Notice is hereby
estate of Henry M.
given that a report of
given that a report of
Workman, Dec'd and
NOTICE
final settlement of acfinal settlement of acthat the same has been
counts was on May 23, IN ACCORDANCE with
counts was on May 23,
by
the
approved
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CoExecutors of the state of
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the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ;eaceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before June 27,
1977 or be forever
barred.
Witness my hand this 23
"day of May, 1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,Ky.
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ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
c:assifred
displays
ami regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

YOKUMS CONT

ac-Noowir\I
—

BOY WHAT A
RIP-OFF,

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
, News Society and
Sports. - 753.19 18
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753/916 and 753-1917.

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1411
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital
FIlleriteetr . . . 753-5131
Humane Society
753-3991
Comprehensive
Care
753-66/1
Poison Control . 753-7508
Senior Citizens . . 753-09/9
Aniline
753-NEED
Learn To Read . 153-2282

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

r

Building
New Home?
See us for.: Ceramic
tile bathrooms, slate
and broken tile, tile
porches and patio,
Tub and shower enclosures, all sizes of
mirrors,
Marble
vanity top and small
brick jobs. Years of
Experience.
Free
Estimate.
Call
Hamilton Tile and
Masonry,753-8500.

6 Help Wanted

15 Articles For Sale

BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
$200.00
WEEKLY
per bale. Premium
stuffing •
POSSIBLE
quality
guaranteed.
envelopes. Send a self$10.99 per bale. Wallin
addressed
stamped
Hardware, Paris.
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
AVAILABLE
NOW
Eureka, South Dakota
Urethane foam. All
57437.
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
OFFICE
MANAGER
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
wanted. Must have
Avenue. 753-6767.
experience in credit
collections and perAIR
CONDITIONER
sonnel supervision. Call
sale. All deluxe models
Community
Hospital,
with 10 position ther247-5211, Cathy Mcmostat and variable
-1,Whorter.
speed fans 5 year
guarantee on units.
EXPERIENCED COOK.
Factory authorized local
6-2 shift. Fern Terrace
service. 6000 BTU,
I.odge, 1505 Stadium
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
View Drive. Apply in
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
person between 9 and 5.
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
CLEANUP AND lube
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
man. New car dealer$399.95. Wallin Hardship. Write to Box 32X.
ware, Paris.
LOCAL
CREDIT
Organization seeking:
Secretary;
Credit
Clerk; 4ashier;
Previous '‘xperience
helpful. Send E,esume
and salary history in
confidence to: Ledger
and Times, P. 0. Box
32W.

W YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware.
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
— Will sell for $75.00
Call 753-6103.

INSULATION Salesman
needed for Murray area.
Full or part time. Ex- TWO SMALL Audiovox
cellent commission. Call
FREE LESSONS. Learns
speakers, $10.00.
683-0690, Owensboro.
needlepoint,
crewel
Women's large wet suit,
embroidery, crochet
$40. Craig 8 track stereo
and smocking. Rug
WANTED A SALES
recorter, 3 months old,
yarns. 'Yarn cutters,
person to sell Jim
$100. Call 436-5412.
$2.98. Make latch hook
Walter Homes in the
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
rugs and pillows for half
Murray area. This is
that expensive carpet,
the price of pre-cut
y,our opportunity to
clean with Blue lustre.
_yarn._ .15 per cent
make good money as a
Rent electric shamdiscount to Senior
sales person. If inpooer. Big K, Bel Air
Citizens. House of
terested call Gene Allen
Shopping Center.
Thousands in Fox
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
Meadows, South 16th St.
BANK
AMERICARD
Murray's Newest Yarn
credit machine and new
9 Situations Wanted
Shop. For lesson intriplicate statement
formation call 753-3855.
machine. Call 753-8500.
Master Charge, Bank
WILL DO housecleaning
4mericard.
Judy,
or yard work,Call
GRASS HOG cuts grass
753-8595.
and weeds with fish line.
JESUS STATES
in
Power by gasoline
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
10 Business Opportunity
engine. Only $149.95.
he that shall endure unto
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
the end, the-same shall
BLACKFORD
HOUSE
be saved. And this
for rent. Buy inventory WELL KEPT CARPETS
gospel of the kingdom
and lease space or
show the results of
shall be preached in all
owner will close out
regular Blue Lustre spot
the world for a witness
inventory and lease
cleaning. Rent electric
unto all nations and then
space. Call 753-8660 or
shampooer. Western
shall the end come." For
see at 1804 Coldwater
Auto, home of "wishing ,
further
information
Rd.
Well Gift Shop."
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.
LARGE FAST FOOD 'COMPLETE IN ground
Service Restaurant,
vinyl liner pools inCOLOR PORTRAITS,
including beautiful new
stalled as low as
bring us yours for extra
building and fixtures.
$5,500.00. Call collect for
copies. Made from any
Located in Southeast
more information (5021
size into any size.
Missouri City'. Only
328-8567 or r 5021 355Wallets low as 24 cents,8
$20,00.0 . down balance
2838_
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
financed. Contact
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
Byerfinder,
Sikeston, LARGE FURNACE and
753-0035. Free parking
stoker for sale. Call 753Missouri.
lot, use our rear en8660 or see at Blackford
trance.
House, 1804 Coldwater
Rd.
Opportunity
To
BROOKS TOURS will
Learn and Earn
take you to Opoland,
USED LAWN mowers.
Saturday, June 11, St.
Call 753-7836, 900 N. 18th
Male or Female, Min e
Louis, Sunday June 26
growing concern as a
Street.
St. Louis Philadelphia
professional Photegrapher
Travel the US and ,it mid top
Baseball Game. For
SPECIAL
-SPRING
dollar plus travel, allowances
more information call
PAINT SALE. Hanna
He experience necessary.
753-3934, Ruth Blackfirst quality Latex Satin
Paid training to avaRfied apwood, Brooks Bus line,
Sheen, regular $8.25,
plicants. Don't miss this op
Murray, Kentucky
portunity to become o
sale $6.00 per gallon.
professional in a growing
WIMMIMIMMIMEMIMIM
Hanna semi-gloss
field.
AVON
enamle regular, ;10,
REPRESEN61'0Na/times:
Moment
TATIVES
NEVER
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
neat, dependable tree
LOOKED SO GOOD.Murray
Lumber
:petalled and reel drive to
Company, 753-3161.
get ahead. N. Investment
You can, too. Learn
Send a letter Of interest and
how to become an
particulars to: EASTERN
REBUILT
Avon Representative
LAWN
PHOTOGRAPHIC LAIRRATORIL
mowers. $25 and up. K
even if you've never
S INC. 176 Watortewo Rood
and H Repair, 94 East.
sold before. Call: 753Themasten Conn. At?,.: Direr
5750
or
write
tor of personnel. Nose in.
16 Home Furnishings
chide complete telephone
Mrs. Glenda Duke
Bomber.
Interviews
will
be
WHIRLPOOL
Box 3247, Paducah,
held in MaslivNle, Tenn. in the
Ky. 42001.
Refrigerator-freezer,
neer fature. Thank you for
electric stove, Amana
your interest
air conditioner, walnut
dining table and 4
WHAT WE do best is
• chairs. ('all 762-2401
care. Needline, 753-6333.
14. Want To Buy
between 9 and 3.
BELTONE
FACTORY
ELECTRIC STOVE,
fresh batteries. Wallis WOULD LIKE to buy
double oven. Good
registered wire haired
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
condition. Divan, chair
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
Call 753-1272.
and end table. Call 753753-5669.
5269.
FOR
WATKINS
AMERICAN and
LIVING ROOM SUITES
Products.
Contact .-€01NS
foreign. Also old gold
AND two bedroom
Holman Jones, 217 South
and sterling. Call 753suites. Make bid. Call
13th, phone 753-3128.
9232.
before 9 a. m., after 6 p.
m. 436-2719.
5 Lost And Found
15 Articles For Sale
17.Vacuum Cleaners
LOST 18 month old Sorrell
USED AIR conditioner.
colt about 12 miles East
Call 75.1-9104 or 753-1551, ELECTROLUX SALES
of Murray on Highway
and service. Call Tony
Dill ett.ctric.
94 in vicinity of Browns
Montgomery, 753-6760 •
Grocery. Colt has 3 AMF
Lawn
day or night.
Riding
white socks, blaze on
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs dr
forehead, and about 5
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Stratton motor. $100.00.
feet tall. Recently gilted
Maple Street. Rebuilt
Call 1-354-6217.
and needs medical at,
vacuums, starting at
tention. Had rope halter
TOBACCO AND tomato
$45.00. We rebuild your
on when last seen. Call
sticks. 13 cents each.
vacuum for $29.95. Call
436-2591.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
11111.,- ,

19 Farm Equipment

CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
. March.
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WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
:1
on Hardin 80 East. Ca,1
437-4801.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
— Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103.
40 H. P. MERCURY
outboard engine, 1971
Mod, thunderbolt
ignition. Has control
cables. Perfect, $675.
Call 474-2756.
HOUSEBOAT, 32'
Nautaline. Fiberglass,
sleeps 6, new 225
Chrysler engttie;. Crown
Head. Heat pump4lepth
finder, other equipment.
Reasonable. Call 7532967.
RALEIGH 10 speed blue
bicycle. 1'2 years old,
excellent condition. Call
T2-9602.
15,2 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
1400
WINCHESTER
a utomatic- - shotgun.
Zenith 21" black and
white TV. Electrophonic
stereo with 8 track
player, turntable and
four speakers. Call 7674056.
HOUSEBOAT 32 Foot
River Queen, 75 Mercury 20 h.p. ,outboard,
used 2 month's, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must sell. Kenlake
Marina Slip 72. Call 7538056
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN 9 Ff. concert
grand piano used. . .
Have other new and
used Grand Pianos.
Baldwin Pianos and
Organs. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
CONRAD'S PIANOS
Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,[
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
23 Exterminating

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.
11116
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Phone 753.3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13%
24 Miscellantous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
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24 Miscellaneous
FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio

ed

LIKE NEW - Maverick
250 CB base linear.
Would consider trade for
100•0 or - 125 Series
motorcycle. Call 7532470.

ry

all
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1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
bedroom
air
conditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
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Mobile Home Sales

1972 24 x 54, double wide,
Magnolia trailer.
Central heat and air, 2
full baths, 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, dining room,
living room, utility
room, den with bar,
carpeted, throughout,
two
porches.
•Refrigerator and builtin range and oven.
Completely
underpinned. Located at
102 Riviera Courts. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Phone 7534438. Unfurnished.
MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
one
year
old, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
electric heat and air
conditioning,
electric
stove and refrigerator.
Carpeting. Phone 753.,6682.
1969 BROOKFIELD by
Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath. All large rooms_
Carpet throughout
except in kitchen and
bath. Refrigerator and
stove included. Good
condition. Call 437-4291.
12 x 50 2 Bedroom trailer.
Furnished except couch.
$3,500. Call 753-8527,
Hatton Lovins, 407 N.
3rd.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6.p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

6

ke
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MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

31 Want To Rent
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10
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31 Want To Rent
NICE CLEAN ONE
bedroom furnished
apartment. Call 4365411.
WANTED
TWO
bedroom
house or
cottage for summer,
husband and wife, both
graduate students.
Under $185 per month.
Call .collect 1-314-2876893 after, 5 p. m.

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277.

32 Apartments For Rent

YARD SALE - rain or
shine, 1306 Poplar.
Saturday, June 4, 8 a. m.
- 3 p. m. Childre.ns
clothing, infant -4 years,
baby items, ,lamps,
curtains,toys, decorator
articles.

ONE
ROOM
EFFICIENCY apartment,
1602 Olive Street. Close
to campus. Furnished.
For information call 7534451. -EFFICIENCY APARTMENT partial utilities
paid. Available June 1.
Call 753-9741 after 5 p.
m.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment,
partial utilities paid.
Available for summer
only. Call 753-9741 after 5
p. m.
FURNISHED AND unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartments. Call 7534331.
APARTMENT NEAR
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.
211 SOUTH 7TH Street.
Two bedroom garage
apartment. Air conditioned, carpeted, stove
and refrigerator furnished. No pets. Married
couple only. $125 month.
References and deposit.
Call 753-2835.
NICE ONE BEDROOM
apartment.
Stove,
refrigerator and water
furnished. Inquire at
1414 Vine.
DUPLEX APARTMENT
2L2 miles east of Murray
on private road. Total
partially
electric,
furnished, city water
furnished. $130.00 per
month. Deposit
required. Call 753-8848
before 9 p.m.' Available
May 17.
33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
conditioned, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South
16th
Street. Call 753-6609.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail stare building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
with
double
home
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
mington. Lease option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745.
37 Livestock

Supplies

MILK COW and hay for
sale. Call 753-5831.
FOR SALE - Three
Yearling Angus steers.
Corn fed, Call 753-8592.
38 Pets

Supplies

FULL BLOODED Beagle
Puppies for sale. Call
753-8696.

- Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S. 4th

THE ARMY RESERVE.
PART OF WHAT YOU EARN IS PRIDE.
You may jem the Arm:, Reserve to learn a skill. or to earn

a good second income. But you could come away with something a lot more important. It's not.something you can put in
the bank. You pay for it with your sweat, your spirit, your
mind, and your time. Its called pride.

U.S.

z--

Supplies

FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in
cOuntry. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
Call 753-2858.

30 Businms Rentals
FOUR STALL building
Could be used as body
shop, or clean-up shop.
Air compressor furnished. Call 753-2302.

39 Poultf

RESERvT Y

CENTER

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.

41 Public Sales

1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 between Sand 7p. m.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertiltaang, seeding,
and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090,
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after
p. m. 436-6896.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.

ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heatinto arid
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DOZER. LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

MOBILE HOME ANYARD SALE-Saturday, -CHORS, unilerpinning,
June 4, from 8 to 8. On ;
WET BASEMENT? We'
awnings, roofs sealed,
highway 94 East of;
1977 LTD II. Just 7,000
make wet. basements
and Alcoa aluminum
Murray, Ky. About 9
miles. Fully equipped.
dry, Work completely
house siding & trim. Call
miles out. At the home of
Call Bob Wynn, 753-4333
Jack Glover, 753-1873
guaranteed.
Call
or
Bobby G. Knight. Color
or 753-2975.
write Morgan Conafter 5 or weekends.
TVS, portable and one
struction
Co.,
Route
2,
console, one tape player,
1973 CHEVELLE Malibu.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
AIR
one record player, one
AUTOMOTIVE
Two door, air condition,
42001. Phone day or
tape recorder, and baby
conditioning. Need air
AM-FM stereo. Exnight 442-7026.
clothes. Clothes of all
part
on
condition
cellent condition. Call
CONGRESS- 753-4571.
sizes and miscellaneous "MR. SPEAKER, AND
weekend? We're open 7
II
DRIVEWAYS
things.
white
days a week. Call 474IONAL sfROUBLMAKER6--- 1974 T BIRD,
moon roof,
rocked. Sand and lime
2748 or 474-8848.
46 Homes For Sale
new, Michelin radials,
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
YARD SALE, Friday and
43 Real Estate
extra sharp with all
753-8381.
Saturday. 608 South 9th.
LICENSED ELECSEVEN ROOM house, 4
extras. $4800. Call 753TRICIAN prompt efmiles North of Murray
KIRBY Carpet Care.
8500.
RUMMAGE SALE, 4
ficient service. NO job
ESTATE
WALDROP REAL
on US 641. Three
Steam clean one room at
rooms full. Must go.
too small. Call Ernest
FOR
SALE:
'73
206 S. etb Street
MONTE
bedrooms, living room,
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
Dresses - 50 cents. June
White, 753-0605.
7515646
CARLO, Burgundy,
We Repair ... Bloss,
formal dining room,
will clean the hallway
3rd and 4th. 8-7. Turn
Mu List* Needed.
vinyl roof, air, scotroom,
recreational
Hair
Dryers &
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
North at Lynn Grove,
dozer-ideal
SIZE
SMALL
chguard seats. Wife
with
carport
and
garage
10'
room,
would
Blenders
onlybe
Dryers,
11
/
2 miles. Call 435-4446.
for spreading, leveling,
quitting work, does not
extra lots. Late model
$8.00. Call Mike HutMakers
Coffee
backfilling. Call 753-7370
3
MINT
CONDITION
need.
EXCELLENT
low
used Ford with
43 Real Estate
Cleaners
chens, 753-0359.
Vacuum
or 753-7570
.bedroom
frame,
CONDITION. $2700 or
mileage. Call 753-5288
Misers
Toasters,
fireplace, dining room,
PICTURE A PRETTY
take over payments. 554ROY HARMON FOR
Weed-Eaters, etc.
electric heat, screened
PAINTING, interior and
HOUSE and view of
5729. See in Lone Oak,
Cabinets, Remodeling,
BEDROOM
THREE
Murray Home
porch. Well landscaped
exterior. By the hour or
Kentucky Lake for year
Paducah,
Ky.
Mill
work,
Furniture
brick, $26,500. 402 N
with many shade trees.
.job. Free estimate. Call
found living. Call us to
repair, combination
& Auto Store
17th between Olive and
VOLKSWAGEN,
1972
Close to shopping
753-8343.
see this house in
windows and doors. Call
Hamilton. Call 753-2498.
Campinobile, last
°Nitrite Si,
centers. Low. 30's.
Shores.
Panorama
753-4124.
r'hance-.--V6. 00. Ca11-753WILL DO BA'by5ii IING
Waldrop Real Estate BY OWNER: 2 blocks
Three bedrooms, 2
I.
2930..
day or night. Call 753Agency, 206 South 4th, , from university. Twofireplaces, Convenient
GUTTHRING
BY
4787.
753)5646.
kitchen, and 3 car
•
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
FOR YOUR septic tank
SEAS,
Sears
seamless
garage. Priced in the
3 baths, family room, 1975 CHRYSLER I.e
and backhoe work needs
gutters
installed
per
Baron, fully equipped
BABYSITTING: Mother
KOP- OWNER SAYS SELL!!!. living room, kitchen and
40's.
Phone
call John Lane. Phone
your
specifications.
Call
and Michelin radials.
of 2 year old girl will do
PERUD REALTY, 755Income property. . . 2
utility room. Furnished
753-8669 or 436-2586.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
$5600
('all
753-0083
bithysitting in my home
1222. We work hard to
story frame house near
cottage (rental unit o on
for free estimates.
I in town). Anytime from
provide the best possible
university, 2 apartback of property. Lovely
MAVERICK
970
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
6:00 a. m.-midnight.
service to you.
ments, central gas heat,
trees and lawn, garden.
Grabber, red and black,
INSULATION BLOWN in
or roof repair. Built up
Rates:
50
cents
hour
for
an
garage..
.
Make
2 car
By appointment only.
good condition. Three
by Sears save on these
roofing. Call 436-2712.
MACDONALDS
OLD
1
child,
75
cents
hour
for
offer. Call LORETTA
Call 753-0423 after C p.
high heat and cooling
speed;-8 cylinder. 2500
FARM. Partially
2. Call 753-6421.
JOBS REALTORS now!
m.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
miles on overhauled
EXPERIENCED
restored country home
753-1492.
firm.
718
at
$750
753-2310
engine.
fir
free
with
babysitter
and 30 acres only 4 miles
MAGIC FIT1GERS. nEw
THREE BEDROOM, Pr
Nash Drive, or call 753estimates.
references wants to
from Murray with 19
bath, brick with carport
FREKHER/SHELLER keep children in her
0974 or 436-2361.
acres ,of primed tenin Murray. Owner
QUALITY MALTY CO.
FENCE SALES AT
home. Call 753-8389
dable land, 8 acres
137 N.Peg*, Beatea.114.
leaving town, must sell. 1973 CUTLASS Supreme.
SEARS now. Call Doug
timber, tobacco barn, 8
527-146.
Call 7.53-7639 after 5:30 p.
Honey yellow with beige
Taylor at 753-2310 for ..'°*x7!
stall horse barn and
Nerrey Calleetssy Cermly
SIGN PAINTING. ('all
m. Automatic,
top.
free
estimates for your
landau
437-4191
outbuildings.
other
753-9998
needs.
air conditioned, power
Priced in the 30's. Phone
THREE
BEDROOM,
1
12
steering, disc brakes,
ELECTRICAL WIRING
KOPPERUD REALTY
baths, central heat and
power windows and door
APPROXIMATELY 7
HAVING TROUBLE FOR CREATIVE COOKS
home and industrial, air
753-1222 for full time
air. 1517 Glendale,
locks. Sports wheels and
acres, 7 miles from
getting those small
'he new M.9.. Fongefs french..
conditioning, and
Real Estate service.
$29,900. Call 753-9827.
shCes gre.tr, beans hehi
mirrors. Asking $2750.
st,a
plumbing jobs done' Sheller
Murray.- Good building
refrigeration, heating.
,y,els any peas Of bean,
753-8463.
Call
COUNTRY
MOuld /10frn•111 shell Si_''
QUIET
sites, $6800. $1500 down
Then call 753-6614.
Call
474-0841.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
tiny
LIVING in East Y
will finance balance.
Pr/veered by yOU, hand
owner.
Three
53
Feed
bedrooms,
And Seed
1971 DODGE Maxi Van.
Manor. A white briRk 3
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY vanatIe speed dho eaph pa, m.•
Call 489-2595.
brick, shag carpeting,
?
carpet,
mags,
Radials,
bedroom ranch home on
OLD HAY FOR sale
of any kind. Phone 753- a pot r kpl n ran,
G,Toasne, safe
freshly painted, apShelf,
insulated. Call 767-6527
large lot. Has electric
9753.
Good for mulching a
43. Real Estate
2c1,11.^ gasas 4
,
1 t.ea,s a/o Si.'
pliances.
$23,000.
Call
after 6 p.
hl
,- arr
baseboard heat, carpet,
/hse 4arde, hes
,
IN ROLLING ACRES
garden.
Free of grass
now to see, 753-7835.
,161„,s, anI
WILL bo hauling of any
nice kitchen and family
Subdivision on Highway
seed. 50 cents a bale.
kind, also in county.
room, refrigerator and
280 just off 94 East - 2 CRAPPIE HOLLOW - 1970 MONTE CARLO.
Call 435-4380.
$1275 Call 753-9834
Mower repair also Call
built-in range. Paved
bedroom trailer with
double lot on 280 and
753-8249.
54 free Column
driveway and paved
central gas heat, air
Lakeway Shores plus 1 9 7 3
(' T I. S S
basketball curt. A nice
conditioning. ComVERY SMALL
FREEmobile home. Excellent
Special 13.99
SUPREME,
C,1)od
comfortable home at a
pletely furnished inPAINTING, INTERIOR,
mixed breed dog. Long
well. 200' septic field,
coridltIon
Murray Homo
reasonable price.
cluding washer and
exterior. Sheet rock
haired. Black with white
wide driveways. Nice
steerinL!, hrakes and air
$29,500. Contact Guy
dryer. Situated on large
dry
wall.
finishing
and
&
Auto
markings-: Very gentle
trees. Good business
N1aro.r
White
top
lkith
Spann Realty, 901
tot, 100' x 200'. Priced at
10 years experience.
Cue..,
St
and friendly. Will make
potential. $7800. By
Call 753-4015.
Sycamore, 753-7724.
$7,500. In PANORAMA
Call 436-2563. Ralph
753.757'
a lovely house pet Call
owner. Call 436-2538.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
SHORES - 2 bedroom
Worley.
753-3535.
REALTORS
mobile home completely
- -47. Motorcycles
50 Campers
- furnished with electric
QUALITY
SERVICE
heat, electric fireplace, YAMAHA MINI Enduro. 16' COACHMEN pop-up
Company Inc. Air
SAVE!
and air conditioner. This
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
conditiOn sales and
camper. Can be seen 104
SAVE!
home is underpinned
service.
Modern
Honda 550 four with
sheet
753Hickory Dr or catl
Mile
20
Sycamore
12th
at
South
and has a concrete
metal department.
windjammer Call 7538218
Free Deliver
porch with wrought iron
I,arry
Wisehart,
2226J
TELEPHONE 7511051
rails and sidewalk.
President. Phone 753ROOFING - repair,'Bob
$425.00 op, floored, reedy to vii. Also precut, you Isvitd, as
1974 KAWASAKI KZ-400.
Priced at $9,000. Call or
9290.
NoIers, 436-5588
64 ACRES with brick
low as $300.00. S s 1 up to 74 a 60 standard, bet will precut
Fairing luggage rack,
come by 105 N. 12th,
-any silo needed. Bey tile best 1w less.
house in South Graves
two
helmets, low WHITES- CAMPER
BOYD MAJORS REAL
CUSTOM BUILT NOTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114
WILL HAUL LIME or
County. Car 753-0180.
mileage. Excellent
ESTATE, 753-8080.
white rock or sand. Call
SALES located 4 miles
shape. $750 Call 435753-6763, Roger Hutson.
East of Murray; on
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
4413.
Highway 94 toward Ken753-4545.
DISTRIBUTOR NEIDEO ILLUOSIVE OPPORT:JNITy
now, move in and start
Wilson
siti rows SS ANNUAL MUMET
wog.°
Lake. Authorized Fan
planning for a return on
1975 INDIAN 100CC.
SI 000 CIO iNVEATORT RITURNS 12 70000
InSurance and Real
and Star Craft dealer. - FOR A FREE estimate
your investment. 50
•
'so'
EXCELLENT PART OR FULL TIME INCOME
Excellent
on all stump removal,
running
Clean used campers.
aces including 30
Estate Agency, Inc
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSA,RF
condition
Looks
contact
K
and
S
Stump
sharp
Open 7 days per week.
tendable and several
Man
u, woralan
Io distrIbuIe p. sdld Ararl,ed Wd,d'
?et Sewall 416 Street
fora
small
bike.
Removal,
435-4343 or
Iyr4 STAN
Famput A
1.
,A `aEl TZER. BAYER ASPIOIN
I
Knobby
Call 753-0605.
acres in timber, Some
•
Peva,. f,o,pan,,,,,,/ed
P6ee• 7513263
TUNIS
ANA( iN
tires front and rear.
753-9490
weekly
tobacco base, partly
.0
Asking $250 00 Call 35451 Services Offered
NO INITIAL SELLING
INCOME STARTS iMMEDIATELY.
fenced for livestock,
45 Farms For Sale
PAINTING interior and
8222 after 4 p m.
COMPANY FURIOSHID ACCOUNTS'
/gar round spring
GLASS WORK,- mirrors,
MINIMUM CASH INVESTAONT, $789'.) 00 S504000
exterior. Commercial or
SMALL FARM, 31 acres,
running through
aluminum store fronts,
Cars
&
Appi, ant ,11,111 herr ar ry
,
49
or a ,pare hr, weekly
Used
Trucks
residential.
Also
20 tendable now in
rehable and a.,
hte
property. All this and a 2
auto glass, plexiglass,
oaye *we
drywall
•ed a ,h nenta
finishing
for
I. JO days
hillside
Wooded
beans.
bedroom home on tree
netes,a,y rash
nre,
,
her` and i.n rely wan. Id ..nn you.
plate and window glass.
1969 CAMARO, 327
free estimate, • phone
own Iso,ness. then
,I•a and rct ,de phone nwntef
building
site.
...
beautiful
shaded lot.
engine, txost offer. Call
M and G Complete
Abii/
•
Atkins Painting, 437Eight miles North of
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-0689.
Glass, 753-0180.
rriAirs WORLD 1 01D1.ISTRIES INC
4534.
off
641.
Murray,
12
mile
755-1222 today for more
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101
Call 753-3976.
M4SS',U
,
.1) is .14
1970 CUTLASS Vista
948'1 Atm Space CH,ve San!
Information. We look
Cruiser, 9 passenger,
forward to serving you.
NEW BRICK home,
automato
double'
energy
efficient.
power and air. Power- ,
FOUR UNIT apartment
*PRESCRIPTIONS
Wooded 3 acres, 42
windows, AA with 8house. 1600 Wiswell
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAlt
minutes North
Of
track tape' Has good
Road across from
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETIC S
Murray, 641. Call 527tires. An extra nice
Westview
Nursing
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
1087.
wagon. $12*-00.$950.00.
Home. $88,000. Call 7531-354-6217.
Call
3865.
46 Homes For Sale
NEW HOUSE IN Can1971 TORINO GT. Power
FINE, WELL built brick
terbury Estates, consteering,
2 door
home on Sycamore at
temporary design Call
hardtop • Irk Green.
7th. This four bedroom
753-1358
Call 527-82.7: after 4:00.
Every Friday Night
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435)1.2insl home has a
at 641 Auction House
MUST.SELL - .by owner.
OLDSMOBILE
1973
full
ent, porch,
Paris, Tannessee.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
Cutlass Poser steering
two car brick garage. To
close to lake with
and brakes. air, factory
Another load from St. Louis. Furniture, Glass,
see this reasonably
stove,
fireplace,
tape. Almost new radial'
dishes, odds and ends of all kinds.
. priced property call
refrigerator, wall to
tires. Call 527-8273.
John C. Neubauer,
wall shag carpeting.
Shorty McBride
Two bedroom, brick home 803 Vine $16,500 S.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
,Reduced to $14,500. Call
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
Dan Shipley or call 753-4751 or 753-2878
0247 Auctioneer
753-0101 or call Brice
7624288 or 753-6274 aftir
wagon. C311 753-6848
Ratterree, 753-5921.
5 p.m.
after 6. Must sell.

1

i

WALLIS DRUG

*AUCTION SALE *

Contact:
SFC Chuck Jordan
P.O. Box 1270 Paducah,Ky.42001
or call 442-0954

L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates tall 753-1537.

51 Services Offered
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Polident

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 72'

Plastic
Strips

Denture Cleanser

Schick
Plus Platinum
Injector 1 1's

Sheer Strips

Medium 30's
$1.19 VALUE

Say-Rite':
Low Price

Yukio Peck

sheer
strips

SAVE 66'

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

Polident Denture Cleanser

Poli-Grip

ex Ira
beldam)
forme/a

Denture Adhesive

Tube 4 oz
$2.00 VALUE

The extra-strength
pain formula with
two buffers

1.4 oz. $1.35 VALUE
Sav-Rite'l
Low Price

ao
Tablets
Bonus Pak
8 Free tablets
$1.59 VALUE
"Sav"-Rite's
Low Price

60
Tablets
20' Off Lable
$2.15 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

SAVE 54'

Vanquish
30's

Plastic Strips

$1.19 VALUE
Sav-Rite's
Low Price

Value Pack
70's
$2.03 VALUE

waLCW
camel

$1 28

Injector 4's

•

70's
$203 VALUE

ril:0
p",A

$1.15 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Listermint

SAVE 72'

Mouthwash

Dentu-Creme
Denture Cleanser

Sure
Antiperspirant
12 oz.
Reg. - Unscented
$3.05 VALUE

99.

5.1 oz. $1.50 VALUE

99

SAVE 60'

Sav-Rite's
Low Price

Nervine
Sedative
30's

SAVE 51'

Flintstones
Vitamins

Lisierine
Mouthwash
14 oz. $1.59 VALUE
15' Off Label
Say-Rite's
Low Price

*Gentle
*Regular
*Super

Secret Deodorant
Super Spray
7 oz.
$2.04 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

$2.92 VALUE

9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

One-A-Day
Vitamins
Plus Iron

Say-Rite's
Low Price

STORE HOURS:

Sedative11
SAVE 51'
Sar-Rite's
Low Price
$1 99

$1 38

SAVE $1.45

SAVE 56'

Shur Way

SAVE SI IS

Toilet Bowl
Deodorant

SAVE Sl.tt

Bel-Air Shopping Centcr
Phone 153-8304

Metamucill
Laxative
Powder 14 oz.
$4.09 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

60's
53.I I VALUE
Sar-Rite's
Low Price

Fly Master
Flyswatter

Regular
8 oz.
$2.11 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

lac

For sinus headache
pain and pressure

24's
$1.94 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE $1.22

12's
$1.29 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE $1.06

$3.18 VALUE $11 96

Sev-Ries
Low Price

Lilt
Homewave
Permanent

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Plus Iron
60's
Say-Rite's
Low Price
Makes ll Frozen Pops at e time, 2 outs* sticks.
Drip-guard eliminates dripping. Unbreakable

Nervine

$2.59 VALUE

"Breath Of Spring"
Fragrance

Asserted

36c
,DIS(101.111 D11111 CEITERS

WVI

444

44111
I, ---.1"

fir

II14I

4I

SAVE
$1.65

What's Your Problem?
If It's The High Cost
Of Your Prescriptions,
Can
W
Solve
e
It!!!
Sav-Rite's Pharmacy.

Try

We

1
1Ikg

•
v&•
•

•

•11.

•

IIIa
‘
l14 .-1-*!
1
17

